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The media is full of bravado about Oregon being the most
liveable state in the union. Well kiddies, it’s time to look behind the
smokescreen and realize we’re losing our beloved state to a bunch of
avaricious desperadoes bent on making a quick buck no matter
what the cost.
The heart of our city is being anesthetized to make way for the
newest plastic-fantastic chrome and holler. To help stop CadillacFairview and Save Our Liveable Downtown, stop by the Looking
Glass Books, grab a petition or two and get your friends and
neighbors to sign.
Tired of putting your hard-earned bucks to work for utility com
panies that cakewalk in and out of rate hearings with increases to
cover their bureaucratic bunglings and lack of foresight? Public
Utility Districts would save us a bundle. Unfortunately, the utilities
are going to use that bundle to spread fear of economic chaos. To
give the utility execs an early retirement, call 287-8918.
Did you know that most of the animals in the vicinity of 3 Mile
Island have miscarried or had stillborn babies since the accident of
last year. Or that the Harrisburg infant mortality went up 600% in
the four months after the radiation leaks? Find out this and more
Saturday May 17th at a rally for a Non-Nuclear Future — noon —
at Waterfront Park. Forelaws On Board and Citizens Allied for
Responsible Energy (CARE) will be there with petitions to get
measures on the November ballot that would ban construction of
new nuke plants, prohibit the sale of power from existing plants —
effectively shutting down Trojan — and call for a federal repository
for nuclear waste before further construction could be considered.
Along with experts like Dr. Ernest Sternglass and Lon Topaz — Ex
Director of Oregon Dept, of Energy we’ll also get a chance to rock
with a Muse musician and roll with Sheila and the Boogiemen. A
helluva way to spend a Saturday afternoon.
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If the Presidential race gives you a serious case of the blahs with
its cold war warriors feverishly trying to wrap themselves in the
flag, the Eastside Congressional candidacy of Ron Wyden is pro
viding progressives with a vehicle to express a hoped-for new direc
tion in American life.
His accomplishments on the local level augur well for anyone try
ing to tilt the levers of power in an egalitarian direction. Ron suc
cessfully led the initiative battle to allow licensed technicians to
make and sell dentures to the public, resulting in major savings for
senior citizens. He helped simplify the private health insurance
policies offered to the elderly in this state and created a new toll-free
line for nursing home patients, families and friends to use in calling
the State Health Division for information and complaints about
nursing homes.
Those successes plus his opposition to decontrol of oil and
natural gas have garnered Wyden important support from the
Machinist and Teamster locals in the city, who are desperate to slow
down the rate of inflation that is eating away at the pocket-books of
their members.
Wyden’s grassroots accomplishments may not be easy to
duplicate in the halls of Congress where the problems are huge and
the entrenched powers even larger. However, he should be given the
chance to go to bat for our interests.
President Carter’s high-interest sham of an inflation plan is
deliberately decimating the home building industry, which is crucial
to Oregon’s economy. In one year new housing starts have dropped
80^0 in the five-county metropolitan area, causing a loss of $15
million in local revenue. As a consequence the Oregon timber in
dustry is going to pot. The CSQ believes that the State of Oregon
should go to pot as an answer to Carter’s economic policies, which
are causing increased unemployment throughout the state.
In California last year marijuana cultivation grossed over $1
billion, becoming that state’s largest cash crop. There is an initiative
on the 1980 California ballot to remove penalties for the private cul
tivation of marijuana. We should not let our neighbors to the south
get the jump on this primo market. The Oregon green could be
more than just our state color.
The Editors
Top editorial cartoon by Tad Leflar, bottom by Steve Sandstrom

TIRED OF GET-RICH-QUICK SCHEMES?

up the names o f pharma
ceutical houses, medical
laboratories, and the like.
Call them up. Describe to
them in detail what you’ve
got in the bottom o f your
cup. In nine out o f ten
cases it’s as simple as that.
f within the first week,
a major pharmaceutical
house hasn’t signed a long
term supplier’s contract
with you, go directly to the
market you want to reach.
Stop by the neighborhood
pharmacy with your cup.
Wear nice clothes. If the
pharmacist is not interest
ed the first time, come back
every day several times and
show him what’s in your
cup. Call him up '
at home if necessary.
Disguise your voice. Talk
through an old rag. Record
your voice on a taperecord
er and play it back over
the phone at a different
speed. You can make good
thunder effects by twisting
a large piece o f sheet metal.
Rain is accomplished by
dropping BBs in an old pie
tin! Don’t stop there.

I

GROW MOLD COLTURES IN YOUR
OW
N
HOME
IN
YOUR
SPARE
TIME!
without major capital investment
hat’s right! A few years
ago I was hard put to keep
up with the rent and car
payments. Today, huge
mansions can be found in
Bel Air, and brightly
colored boats in the
Bahamas. Betamax, Cuisinart, cases of orange sherbet
— they all exist! Actual
objects, that’s right!

T

You may be asking, “W hat’s
this guy got that I don’t?”
The answer? NOTHING.
EXCEPT FOR ONE THING:
KNOWLEDGE. And that’s
what I am going to share
with you right now.

HARVEST OF GOLD
ook around. Start with
the living room sofa. Go
ahead, pull up the
cushions. What do you see?
Popcorn? Buttons? Animal
hair? A few broken parts
off children’s toys? That’s
probably not the half of it.
Sure, you could gather all
these things together and
start a notions store in
Lents ... but what’s the
use? There’s more fertile
ground elsewhere.

L

Have you or a loved one
ever had venereal disease?
What did they treat it with
... Coca Cola? Hardly.
Penicillin! That’s what they
used! Two hundred years
ago no one had ever heard
of Madame Curie. Today,
penicillin products are a
major industry from Maine
to Palm Springs. And where
does penicillin come from?
Mold! That’s right!
ow you can grow
common household mold
in the privacy of your own
kitchen or bedroom. That’s
what I did for years without
once realizing the goldmine
that was around me. Look
around again. If you’re like
me, and millions are, there’s
an old cup of coffee sitting
down in that space between

N
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the bed and the wall, along
with a couple of Parades, a
red sock, and God knows
what else. Pull that cup out
of there! There’s something
in it, right? Turn it upside
down. Go ahead. Does
anything spill out? No!
That’s because it’s
encrusted. Encrusted mold!
And it’s alive and waiting
for you to harvest it!

WHAT’S
THE GIMMICK?

w

ait a minute,” you
say. “ I thought you
said I could start earning
big bucks now without a
major capital investment.
Coffee costs over three
dollars a pound. What’s the
deal?”
Sharp thinking. We’ve
thought of that, and that’s
why we’re offering to you,
for a limited time only, our
special introductory MOLD

STARTER KIT

only

$1495

JUST
UNWRAP
AND INSERT

Kit includes: catalyst agent, osmotic action
sac. fibre suspension member, two allmetal connectors, manual submersion tab,
and special easy-fold cover component,
complete with partial instructions.
You supply the water and the Mel-mac, we
do the rest.

Why go to all of
the trouble and expense of
searching the newspapers,
selecting and buying a
used car (perhaps involving
a trip to the bank or credit
union), opening the door,
inserting the key, closing
the door, starting the car,

and driving it to the store,
only to wait in line for up
to fifteen minutes simply to
buy an overpriced pound of
coffee? What about the trip
home? The red lights?
Freezing rain? The possi
bility o f running over a dog
or some other small
animal?

UNAS PREGUNTAS
y now you may have a
few questions. Shoot.

B

Q: Is Mel-mac the only
dinnerware that I can use
as a containment vessel?
A: No. Any kind o f hot '
drink cup will do, be it fine
china or the handmade
pottery that’s so very
popular these days. Even
styrofoam can be used,
although it tends to leak
after a while and get all
over the phone bill.

ALRIGHT, YOU’VE
CONVINCED ME. I WANT
TO START A MOLD
CULTURE BUSINESS IN
MY OWN HOME AND
BEGIN CHANGING MY
FUTURE NOW.
SPECIAL OFFER

SAY GOODBYE TO
SARTORIAL FURY
If you act now, we’ll
send you, absolutely
free, this remarkable

Q: So what do I do after
I’ve combined the catalyst
with hot boiled water?
A: Nothing! That’s the
beauty of it! Just stick the
cup over by the remnants
1 of that burned macaroni
casserole that’s been soak
ing for three weeks, sit
back, and wait for the
profits to roll in. It’s
really as simple as
that. No fuss,
no bother.

HIGH FASHION
BOWTIE

Q: Sounds like a breeze,
but you haven’t said
anything about marketing.
Isn’t that a big part of
running a successful
business?
A: Sure. But with the
MOLD STARTER KIT,
success is as near as your
phone.
Once you’ve set the kit
working, check on it every
few days, adding a little
water if necessary. Then,
when your culture has
reached maturity, just go to
the phone book and look

It’s true. There's no need to
continually relive the
embarrassment of having your
bow tie come off while making
love or grooming the pups.
Our patented serrated neck
inserts are made from high
impact steel (the kind they
use to make baby strollers) so
they won’t work loose.

Available in two-tone
blue, brown
or squid

STAYS
IN PLAGE
EVENWHILE YOU
SLEEP ORSHOWER

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Please send me my MOLD STARTER KIT and
HIGH FASHION BOW TIE. I enclose $14.95 plus
$1.00 to cover the cost of shipping.
Name _
Address
Height
Weight
□ Check here if you want $1.00 to go to the
Presidential Election Fund
□ Why? What do you mean?
THE FUTURE IS NOW ENTERPRISES
Baltimore, Maryland

Ad by Jim Blashfield
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U*N*D*E»B
“ Before him, the volcanoes, precipi
tous, seemed to have drawn nearer.
They towered up over the jungle into
the lowering sky — massive interests
moving up in the background.”
Under the Volcano Malcolm Lowry
We are now living under the vol
cano — not the one we always
thought was the one, but that conical
mountain to the north that I daresay
many Portland residents couldn’t
have identified two weeks ago. Did
you really know which was Mt.
Adams? Do you now? A rend in the
earth’s firmament quickly becomes
news, easily digestible and dispos
able, we are lulled to sleep, there is
business as usual on the morn. Eighty
to 100 quakes per day rock the vol
cano, but our 50-mile remove keeps
us calm. An intense earthquake oc
curs 300 miles southwest, on the heels
of St. Helens’ first rumblings, yet it is
termed unrelated. This is such a raw
and recent volcanic region that Indian
legends describe the battles of the
mountains. Lava flowed and molten
material was thrown immense dis
tances. Yet from a slight distance; our
region becomes a small point on the
globe. Today’s incredible technology
lets us see the earth’s skin from the
moon, from Mars, from any distance

T*H*E

. . . that cracked parchment, as criss
crossed with veins, fissures and evi
dence of chaotic history as the back
of your own hand. Our beloved Tro
jan — clearly a disposable commod
ity — lies on multiple fault lines and
some 35 miles away from St. Helens,
yet it is not shut down. Anything that
might happen there would be un
related. W ho’s kidding whom?
We’ve become so bound to the
present that even Vietnam’s lesson
has been forgotten. Nicaragua, Iran,
South Africa erupt . . . crisis . . .
sabre rattling . . . people saying,
“ Where the hell is that?” and “ Let’s
get ’em!” . . . our lives bandied about
in war game scenarios, electioneering,
and the search for a cure for our na
tional malaise and the latest reces
sion. Our history, so proudly hailed,
so little examined, tells of prolonged
U.S. occupation of Nicaragua since
the 1850s, of U.S. and British in
volvement in Iran and South Africa
that far predates the present person
alities, however despicable they may
be or seem. We momentarily need to
look past the criminal behavior of a
Pinochet, a Kissinger, or an Idi
Amin.
The dominant New World, Eastern
and Western cultures, have been re
lentlessly imperialistic and colo

V*O»L*C*A*N*O
nialist. And all overextended them
selves perilously as new forces came
into play. Greed knows no limits. The
frontier colonies bore the brunt of
oppression and thus were all the more
ready to revolt as opportunities arose.
Cortez’ conquest of Tenochtitlan was
only accomplished with the aid of
thousands of flatlanders eager to
unseat their Aztec overlords. The
British Empire was as far reaching as
any in history, though relatively
short-lived, compared to its note
worthy predecessors . . . the sun
never sets clearly couched in the pres
ent tense. Seen today as civilized and
vaguely noble, it was plundering,
viciously racist, and was overthrown
everywhere local forces could rise to
the occasion. As the heir apparent, a
fate sealed by the A-bomb, we ex
tended our New World duchy into the
far corners of the globe, screaming all
the time about Soviet aggrandize
ment. We stumbled into unimagined
power and drew on our Latin Amer
ican experience to develop the repres
sive apparatus necessary to ensure the
flow of raw materials and those trop
ical com m odities (i.e., coffee,
bananas, cocaine and cocoa) we’ve
come to expect and demand. -We
seated and unseated military men
(Somoza, Park, the Greek generals),

dynastic pretenders (the Shah, Hus
sein) and a string of cheap hustlers
(Marcos, Batista) who could tem
porarily withstand the infrequent
press and congressional scrutiny in
cumbent with the jobs they played for
us. As years and decades passed, their
link to the people from which they
sprang — we always sought local
talent — became more tenuous, the
repressive apparatus more apparent
and local resistance inevitable. The
violence endemic in the Shah’s Iran or
under the “ democratically elected”
military regime in Guatemala, with
over 1,000 political deaths annually
for the past 15 years, becomes a cri
sis, and thus newsworthy, only when
U.S. interests are threatened or the
local government is close to toppling.
Our freedoms and standard of liv
ing have been resting overlong on the
shoulders of oppressed people world
wide. Unless the military and cor
porate foreign policy the U.S. has
long pursued is checked and modi
fied, no “ leader” can save us from a
decline like that of the empires
who’ve gone before us. Let’s learn
more of the volcanoes that surround
us before the eruptions . . . they’re
“ moving up.”
A lexis Dupros is

THE CATBIRD SEAT
1231 SW WASHINGTON
PORTLAND. OR 97205
222-5817
BOOKS FOR THE
OMNIVOROUS READER

OPB4
9 30-9 30 MON - FRI
10:00-5 30 SAT
1200-5 00 SUN

THIS AD GOOD FOR 20% OFF ON ANY BOOK
NO DISCOUNT ON TEXTBOOKS, MAGAZINES. OR
SPECIAL ORDERS

Portland's largest selection
of women's books & records

A WOMAN'S PLACE
free lending library;
information & referral
2349 SE Ankeny

4118 N.E. FREMONT* PORTLAND* 282-8627* OPEN TVES.-SUN.
»

236-3609

A COLLECTIVELY-RUN FEMINIST BOOKSTORE
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Illustration by Henk
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Abortion continues to be one of the
hottest issues of our national life
seven years after the Supreme Court
declared it to be legal, a matter be
tween a woman and her physician. It
is one of those issues that is always
there, usually simmering just below
the surface, and then bursting to our
attention every election year, when
pro- and anti-abortion forces loudly
marshall their forces. It is an issue of
many parts, and it bristles with fevered
rhetoric on all levels and sides, right
down to how each side labels itself:
it’s “ pro choice” vs. “ pro life.”
Behind the emotional cries and
pitches lie very real political consider
ations, however, especially since the
so-called “ pro-life” forces have de
clared—and in some cases have dem
onstrated—that they can make or
make or break a candidate on the
single issue of abortion. A look at
some of the pro-life groups operating
in Oregon, and the tactics they em
ploy in what can only be character
ized as their holy crusade, is impor
tant as the election year deepens.
Abortion has been legal since 1973,
but in 1976 the Hyde Amendment
effectively cut off funding for over
99 percent of welfare women by re
stricting payment only to cases of
rape or incest, or to save the life of
the mother. On Jan. 15 of this year,
U.S. District Court Judge John
Dooling ruled as unconstitutional the
denial of Medicaid funding for abor
tions. This means that the federal
government and all states participat
ing in the Medicaid program are again
required to provide funds for “ abor
tions that are necessary in the pro
fessional judgment of the pregnant
woman’s attending physician, exer
cised in the light of all factors, physi
cal, emotional, psychological, famil
ial, and the woman’s age, relevant to
the health-related well-being of the
pregnant woman.” An appeal by the
Justice Department is expected to be
decided by the Supreme Court some
time this spring.
In his 328-page decision, much of
it devoted to an exhaustive account of
the destructive effects of unwanted
pregnancy, Dooling demonstrates
that the purpose of the Hyde Amend
ment never was to save the taxpayers
money. Rather, it was a ploy by anti
abortion Congressmen who were
frustrated in their attempt to pass a
Constitutional amendment overriding
the 1973 Supreme Court’s decision.
Its purpose was quite simply to cir
cumvent the C ourt’s ruling and pre
vent as many abortions as possible.
Part of Dooling’s decision asserts
that the tactics of the right-to-lifers
gain them attention and influence far
out of proportion to their numbers. A
1978 Cambridge Survey Poll reports

that in Oregon, for example, 81 per
cent of those polled agreed that “ the
decision to have an abortion is up to
a woman and her doctor.” The popu
larity of such a sentiment doesn’t stop
Right-to-Life of Oregon and other
“ pro-life” groups from vigorously
fighting abortion’s legalized status.
Right to Life/Oregon and Birth
right are mainstream groups; they are
in the phone book. Life Amendment
Political Action Committee of Oregon
(LAPAC/O) is not hard to identify.
Shield of Roses is also easy to find; its
members may be seen every Saturday
morning, picketing Lovejoy Specialty
Hospital. Another Lovejoy picketing
group, Bridge the Gap, has not been
active since its leader was arrested for
disturbing the peace. (They appeared
at Lovejoy one Saturday in bloody
surgical gowns with plastic bags of
baby doll parts and dolls impaled on
swords.)
Ideologically, these groups vary
only in the intensity of their rhetoric.
The very name “ pro-life” indicates
the self-righteous belief that their
view is the only moral view. By defi
nition, they are the upholders of
humanity, while all others are mass
murderers. This explains the popu
larity of one of their favorite and
most vicious bits of rhetoric—the
“ parallel” between Nazi Germany
and America today, the spectre of
“ legalized, mass extermination of
persons who have been defined out of
the human race.”
This is the idea put forth by William
C. Brennan in his book, Medical
Holocausts. Speaking at a Right to
Life/Oregon conference last fall,
Brennan pointed out that the termi
nology of the Holocaust and the ter
minology of the pro-abortion move
ment are strikingly similar. “ Pro
abortionists don’t use the term ‘kill.’
They use ‘evacuation of the product
of conception.’ In Nazi Germany, the
word killing was rarely used. More
often, it was ‘evacuation of the
ghettoes,’ ” he says.
Every political pro-life group is
happy to trot out a version of this
“ correlation,” since it epitomizes the
sensational twist they put on their
argum ents. Bea M cLellan of
LAPAC/O expresses concern that
“ our country could turn into another
Nazi Germany,” pointing out, “ Jews
like to talk about six million mur
dered during the Holocaust, but that
number has already been equaled by
babies murdered through abortion.”
Anti-abortionists’ ideas about sex,
women, and authority can also be
seen as being similar to Hitler’s.
Under the Nazis, abortion was a ser
ious crime, in some cases punishable
by death. According to Ellen Willis,

a New York feminist writing for The
Village Voice, the comparison is also
anti-Semitic; not only does it trivial
ize and co-opt the slaughter of Jews,
it does so in the name of the very
“ Christian values” chiefly responsi
ble for anti-Jewish persecution.
But the basis for the pro-lifers’
fervor, the idea that abortion is mur
der, can be put in many ways. Lynda
Harrington, president of Right to
Life/Oregon, is a pleasant, softspoken mother of two who sincerely
believes that all other human rights
are subordinate to the so-called right
to life. “ I’m not opposed to women
having determination over their lives,”
she says, “ but a woman has already
exercised her sexual freedom when
she conceives.”
Harrington is a member of “ Fem
inists for Life,” a small group of
activists who oppose abortion in the
name of radical pacifism. “ As I be
came involved in the feminist move
ment, I became concerned that al
though women are discriminated
against, there’s a group that is even
more a target of discrimination by the
fact that their very lives are being
threatened,” she explains.
Voice writer Willis considers this
liberal wing of pro-lifers a “ study in
self-contradiction: in attacking what
they see as the violence of abortion,
they condone and encourage violence
against women.” She cites the vio
lence which forced childbearing does
to a woman’s body and spirit, and its
contribution to other kinds of vio
lence: deaths from illegal abortion;
the systematic oppression of mothers
and women in general; the poverty,
neglect, and battering of unwanted
children. She continues, “ Radicals
supposedly believe in attacking a
problem at its roots. Yet surely it is
obvious that restrictive laws do not
keep women from seeking abortions;
they just create an illicit, dangerous
industry. The only way to drastically
reduce the number of ab o rtio n s.. .is
to invent safer, more reliable contra
ceptives, ensure universal access to all
birth control methods, eliminate sex
ual ignorance and guilt, and change
the social and economic conditions
that make motherhood a trap .”
Unlike LAPAC/O, Right to Life/
Oregon cannot endorse candidates
because of its tax status. It is active in
political channels by identifying and
educating the public as to which can
didates are pro-life, however. Pro
lifers advocate single-issue voting, a
tactic which gives them a lot of politi
cal clout. This is justified because, as
Harrington says, “ A politician who’s
not capable of understanding that the
protection of human life is a funda
mental principle of good government
is not qualified to hold elective office.”

Founded in Oregon in 1969, Right
to Life/Oregon is a state affiliate of
the National Right to Life Organiza
tion which claims 11 million members.
The state branch is loosely organized
—Harrington could not say how
many members they have, but their
newsletter, Life Light, has a circula
tion of under 10,000. She says that
the state organization is entirely sup
ported by donations from its mem
bers, however. The National Right to
Life Political Action Committee,
which is required to report its funding
sources, on the other hand, is heavily
supported by the Catholic Church.
Right to Life’s stated purpose is to
“ educate the public to the realities of
abortion,” but much of their activi
ties and literature are more misguided
than educational. One of their most
recent activities was a picket of
Planned Parenthood, an organiza
tion which has long been the target of
anti-abortion sentiment because, says
Harrington, of their “ major involve
ment in the abortion industry: they
own and operate 27 abortion clinics
and are the number one promoters of
abortion on demand.” She added
that Planned Parenthood does not
provide alternatives to abortion or
address fetal development.
Joan Binninger, public affairs co
ordinator of Planned Parenthood,
responds to these comments: “ It’s
hard to answer this sort of distortion.
For one thing, these groups fail to
realize that Planned Parenthood has
done more than any other organiza
tion to prevent the need for abortion.
We do operate 27 abortion clinics,
out of a total of 189 national affiliates.
These were set up in areas which did
not previously have any abortion
facilities, or where the price of an
abortion was so high as to restrict
women from obtaining them. The
charge that we advocate only abor
tion as an alternative to pregnancy is
simply untrue. We offer complete
pregnancy counseling, and abortion
is just one of the options women may
choose. We also offer pre-natal coun
seling and do many referrals to agen
cies such as Birthright which help
women to carry their pregnancies to
term when that is their choice.
Binninger added that counselors do
not routinely discuss fetal develop
ment unless the woman asks about it.
“ If she does ask, we take that as a sig
nal that she’s unsure and are very
careful to talk to her in depth about
her other alternatives to abortion.”
The flyer which Right to Life
handed out during their picket stated,
“ Planned Parenthood has abused
your tax dollars for years.” It cited
various statistics—the 14 to 20 per
cent rise of illegitimacy annually in
Oregon, the 14,000 legal abortions
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performed yearly in this state, and
Oregon State Health Division statis
tics that one of every five Oregon
teenagers is likely to have V.D. by
g rad u a tio n —as indications that
Planned Parenthood is wasting tax
money and not doing its job. But
deeper than this, it implies the real
reason many pro-lifers oppose
Planned Parenthood: they regard it
as a symbol of sexual freedom, the
core of decadence, of which abortion
is just an offshoot. Illegitimacy,
abortion, V.D. and sex education in
the schools are all symptoms of the
sin of sexual freedom. By lumping
them together, and condemning all,
pro-lifers use an extremely powerful
tactic: they tap the vast store of sexual
guilt which lies beneath our society’s
veneer of sexual liberalism. This is the
idea Willis puts forth in a recent Voice
article: “ Patriarchal culture, with its
deeply antisexual ideology, has ex
isted for some 5,000 years; the radical
idea that people have a right to sexual
freedom and happiness has been a
significant social force for maybe a
century; in this country, the changes
we think of as the “ sexual revolution”
have all taken place within the past
two decades. . . . It is hardly surpris
ing that even among sophisticated lib
erals, people’s emotions do not neces
sarily coincide with their enlightened
ideas. And sophisticated liberals who
nonetheless believe on some level that
the desire for sex without conse
quences (i.e., children) is self-indul
gent, and that the ability to control
one’s passion is a test of character, are
likely to be apologetic about their sup
port for abortion rights.”
Willis has identified one of the prochoice movement’s biggest problems,
that a lot of people who intellectually
abhor everything the anti-abortionists
stand for are emotionally intimidated
by their argument. Whether a fetus is
a person with the same rights as those
born is a moral question which has
been argued by theologians for cen
turies, and no consensus has ever
been reached. Yet, by condemning
abortion as murder, pro-lifers are
taking one possible interpretation—
their own—and refusing to allow
others the freedom of their own cons
cientious decision, while claiming to
uphold the highest standards of
respect for human life.
Another tactic used by pro-life
groups is the harassment of young
women as they are entering abortion
clinics. Right to Life no longer does
what they term “ street counseling,”
claims Harrington, since once they
“ raised the consciousness of people
in the state, other groups came in and
look over.” In fact. Right to Life
supports and condones these ac
tivities. The March issue of Life Light
has an article urging people to join
Lovejoy pickets. The most visible of
the “ other” groups is Shield of Roses,
a handful of Catholics which faithfully pickets Lovejoy Surgical Hospi

tal and Specialty Clinic every Satur
day morning. Usually the demonstra
tion is fairly low key—some hold signs
like, “ Do not turn a lively womb
quickly into an empty tom b,” some
pass out anti-abortion literature, and
the majority stand with their rosaries,
praying for the women within. They
have been known to grab women—
and Lovejoy staff—but this is not
common. They do not seem particu
larly malevolent, and talking to them
in a different setting one could see
them merely as concerned citizens
who have been given a bad image by
the press. “ They call us psychological
terrorists,” complained one Shield of
Roses member.
They may be concerned citizens,
but their concern has been twisted
and deformed by religious fervor. It
is unlikely they clearly perceive what
they are doing, both to the “ respecta
bility” of the pro-life movement and
especially to the women they are so
earnestly trying to save. Here are
some statements made by various
members of the group. About the
pro-choice demonstrators who stand
on the porch at Lovejoy to offer sup
port to the women going in:
“ It’s an abortion club—in order to
belong, you have to kill your own
baby first.”
“ We’re pro-choice, too—a woman
makes the choice to get into bed in the
first place. After that, she has to take
the consequences. Fornication before
marriage is a sin.”
They are worried about the “ abor
tion mentality,” which could lead to
mothers using a “ death pill” and
deciding which children to kill. “ If
you can make a law to kill someone,
you can make it to kill anyone,” said
one member. Another thought that
the trouble lies with our educational
system. “ Chastity, human decency,
self-control are omitted from their
education. Children are not taught
that the sexual function has a pur
pose, which is to generate new life.
They are learning the pleasure with
out the function. The satanist book is
required reading in some schools, and
they teach courses in witchcraft in
colleges.”
Equally as heated as their rhetoric is
their attempt to “ educate” the women
women who walk into Lovejoy to the
realities of abortion. “ They don’t
grab women by the arm and tell them
they’re murdering their babies so
much anymore,” says Tim Schuck,
d ire c to r of L ovejoy Surgical
Hospital, “ but they still say to
women, ‘Can we talk to you; you still
have time to change your mind.’ For
a woman who has already made a dif
ficult decision to have an abortion,
that’s just as abusive.” When asked if
Shield of Roses considered their acti
vities harassment, one member said,
“ If they feel harassed, then their con
science must be bothering them. They
wouldn’t get shook up if they didn’t
know they were doing something
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wrong.”
The pickets’ literature is also a
study in thunderous dissociation. One
piece suggested the legalization of
rape as an answer to those who
thought abortion should be allowed
in cases of rape. Another used the
metaphor of an ambushed soldier as
an allegory for abortion: “ He was
torn asunder from his bunker, and
placed piecemeal in a receptacle for
disposal. It was his mother who be
trayed him. She led the present-day
Gestapo right to the opening of his
hiding place. “ Who would ever think
it could happen in America? The ex
plosion of a bomb, the roar of a gun,
or even the whimper of a baby’s cry
never reaches my ears during this
war. Instead, 1 hear the slicing of the
knife as it cuts through flesh, the
gurgling of the suction machine and
the murmur of the technicians doing
their bloody job. This is World War
II, the abortion war.” After two such
pages, the pamphlet purports to
describe the movie, The Road to
Decadence, directed by our Supreme
Court, ACLU, Planned Parenthood,
S1ECUS, Rockefeller, Fr. Drinan,
Sen. Packwood, Bill Baird, Sarah
W eddington, Steinem , A bzug,
Friedan, Kirkendahl, Calderone,
Klass, Schuck, etc. . . . Beware of the
cunning ones who always like to cry
wolf. It can very well be a smoke
screen to hide their real intentions.
They use our freedoms to take away
our freedom. Isn’t that the cunning
of Lucifer?”
There is another pro-life group
which actually performs services to
the community. Birthright was
organized in 1971 as an alternative to
abortion for those women who
choose to carry their pregnancies to
term. It is a non-profit, volunteerstaffed and donation-supported
counseling and support agency which
is particularly helpful for unwed
mothers. Located in a slightly modi
fied house on NE Halsey, Birthright
has comfortably large reception and
counseling rooms, racks of baby
clothes and supplies upstairs, and
baby furniture in the basement. These
things are loaned free to women who
need them, along with free pregnancy
tests, medical care, and counseling.
According to Pat Hicks, assistant
director of volunteers, the biggest
'problem most of these women have is
financial. “ We have many resources
to refer these women to: adoption
counseling, agencies for school, jobs
and financial help in any way we can.
We also have a support group. But
most important, we just try to let
these women know that here they will
have a friend who will help and not
judge them.”
Birthright is completely non
political and non-sectarian, although
they sometimes receive special dona
tions from various churches. Abor
tion is not suggested as an alternative
for pregnant women who use their

services. “ We are a pro-life agency,
so we would not counsel for abor
tions,” Hicks explains.
Birthright exists as a resource for
women who choose not to have abor
tions. Many pregnancy counseling
services such as Planned Parenthood,
Lovejoy, and the Women’s Health
Clinic refer women who are sure they
don’t want abortions. But for women
who are unsure, Birthright could not
claim to be an objective counseling
service. A look at their literature
reveals their anti-abortion bias. There
are some pamphlets on the dangers of
abortion and others chronicling the
various stages of fetal development
(they use “ children of the womb”
and other such euphemisms). There
are personal histories of women who
have undergone abortions and suf
fered physical and psychological pro
blems ever after. One pamphlet
describes the different abortion pro
cedures in graphic detail. “ Suction
Curretage. A powerful vacuum tube
with a sharp-edged tip is inserted into
the womb and the baby inside is
sucked out in shreds.” Interestingly,
this, the most common by far of
abortion procedures, is given little
coverage. Instead, the literature con
centrates on the saline infusion
methods and hysterotomy, both of
which are rarely used, last-minute
measures taken in the final stages of
pregnancy. Throughout the pamphlet
are tidbits of information designed to
provoke emotional response to the
horror of abortion. For a confused,
uncertain woman faced with an un
wanted pregnancy, such a brochure
could be unnerving and debilitating,
certainly not a proper state of mind
for a woman to make a rational deci
sion in her best interests. If this isn’t
enough, there are photographs of
babies in garbage sacks and bloody
masses of tissue with discernible arms
and legs.
The pro-life movement appears to
be composed of a wide range of acti
vities and purposes, but every group
shares a basic tenet and a common
goal: abortion is murder, and all
abortion—except that performed to
save a mother’s life—should be out
lawed. The most outspoken of the
anti-abortionists also share a style,
zealous and sensational, that gives
them a high degree of visibility. Prochoice forces, concerned about a
volatile, nationally coordinated cam
paign for what is really a minority
position, are organizing to make their
views a factor in the elective and leg
islative process. For example, the
Oregon National Abortion Rights
Action League (NARAL) has put to
gether Impact ’80, one of whose acti
vities is a political skills workshop to
show people how they can contribute
to the campaigns of pro-choice candi
dates. In this way, they hope to show
that their views are politically viable,
not to be drowned out by the fanati
cism of an anti-abortion minority.
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“The war planes don’t stop all day
long. There are hundreds o f human
beings who die daily. The bodies are
fo o d fo r the vultures. I f bullets don’t
kill us we die from epidemic disease,
villages completely destroyed... The
genocide will be soon.
Cambodia? Viet-Nam? Afghan
istan? Eritrea? Biafra?... Have you
ever heard of Timor? The Red Cross
(ICRC) estimates that 200,000 people
have died there. Since 1975 this
island, north of Australia, has been
under siege by the Indonesian mili
tary. The East Timorese have been
bombed, napalmed, and massacred;
they have experienced rape, murder
and great starvation:
“The mountains shake with the
bombardment. The earth talks with
the blood o f the people, who die
miserably... ”
As heinous an act as this genocide
is, it is being ignored by tne ‘free
press’ the world over.
There is no shortage of coverage of
the situation in Cambodia or that in
Afghanistan. Coverage of these
‘communist problems’ is to a large
degree embellished. It is with relish
that these accounts of human
suffering and the denial of human
rights are reported, published and
then devoured by a public which
must face the whims of the mono
polized press. And how myopic our
labeling of Cambodia as a ‘com
munist problem’; had Dr. Kissinger’s
‘shock therapy’ never been applied
the Khmer Rouge would still be in the
mountains, like their Thai and Malay
counterparts.
200,000 East Timorese can testify
to the mortifying effects of Dr. K’s
elixir. Administered by the Indonesian
army, air force, and navy, this
medicine appears as saturation
bombing, napaiming, and defolia
tion, not to mention looting, rape,
torture, and starvation.
Between East Timor and the island
of Atauro lie the Ombai-Wetar

Narrows, a waterway deep enough so
that passing submarines need not
surface. Use of this waterway
shortens the passage from Guam to
the Indian Ocean Diego Garcia
outpost by 8-10 days. The prospect of
a progressive government in control
of the Narrows chilled the Pentagon’s
spine. In Djakarta, the day before the
Indonesians invaded East Timor,
Kissinger told reporters that the US
would not recognize the republic of
East Timor. The Indonesian attempt
to “ stabilize” East Timor continues
to this day.
Operations in East Timor show a
remarkable similarity to other theati
of US policy. Now in its 5th year, the
task of protecting the East Timorese
from 600 fierce Marxist guerillas, is
taking 30 Indonesian lives and
$500,000 daily not to mention over
100 Timorese lives a day. The US
supplies 90% of Indonesian arms,
has had advisors stationed in Timor
and US pilots have reportedly been
flying missions there.
In 1977 a majority of members of
the Australian Parliament petitioned
President Carter to comment pub
lically on the atrocities committed by

Indonesian troops in East Timor.
There was no reply. In its 1977 report
on human rights that State Department did not even mention East
Timor. This was corrected the follow
ing year when one paragraph men
tioned that the killings took place
before the Indonesian invasion! For
its willingness to be a partner in US
nuclear strategy Indonesia has been
placed on Carter’s not-to-be-criticized
list.
Breaking a blockade in effect since
1975, one doctor and 2 nurses from
the Red Cross were allowed into
Timor last October. They report that
the starvation there is comparable to
that in Biafra or Cambodia. A
massive military operation in April
’78 destroyed the subsistence economy
which has supported the Timorese
for millenia. Saturation bombing of
the agricultural zones forced people
to flee. Now, unable to cultivate,
they can only wait for the next raid or
the onset of the gnawing pangs of
hunger, malnutrition, and the subse
quent starvation.
No one is taking notice of the
annihilation o f a simple mountain
people. Russian dissidents are front

page news as are ‘communist’ atroci
ties in Cambodia. We are at the brink
of WW III when Russia consolidates
its hold on a satelite, yet the genocide
of the East Timorese is ignored. On
our behalf a sub-fascist client state is
perpetrating genocide. 600,000 people
remain out of a population which
only a few years ago looked forward
to independence after 400 years of
Portugese rule.
Can 8-10 days saved by a submarine
possibly be worth 200,000 lives? In
only a few moments every silo in the
world could be emptied, our nuclear
navy wouldn’t even be out of port,
and one of the few places that
wouldn’t have been bombed is
already uninhabitable.
Australian MP Michael Hodgman
has written:
For us... to bury our heads in the
sand and turn our backs on what is
alleged to have occurred, would be a
gross act o f moral cowardice...future
generations would have to bear the
same shame and disgrace which fell
upon those citizens o f nazi Germany
who turned a blind eye to Auschwitz...
The ghosts o f the dead will haunt
each and every one o f us who seeks
solace in silent acquiescence.
How true this is of our Congress,
Government and press whose com
plicity in the annihilation of the East
Timorese is seen in increased arm
sales to the Indonesians, votes against
resolutions supporting the human
rights of the East Timorese at the
UN, and the refusal to recognize the
gravity of the situation.
One quarter of the population of
East Timor has been murdered in the
last 4/2 years. How many more will
be killed before the world takes
notice?
For further information: Southeast
Asia Resource Center, P.O.B. 4000D, Berkeley, CA 94704; The Wash
ington Connection and Third World
Fascism, Chomsky and Herman,
Enrico Martignoni
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▲ M Y IN T H LIFb
by Steve Myers

The first sound I hear in the morn
ing is the jangling of the house
mother’s keys in the kitchen door.
Sometimes it’s something else like the
night man coughing or shuffling
cards. But usually, like today, it’s the
housemother coming on duty. That
means the day is about to start for
real. Shit. I can’t get up for about
another half hour, but it’s useless to
try to get back to sleep. I wish 1
wasn’t here. More than any other
time of the day, now is when it’s
worst for me. Even though nothing
bad is happening yet. I can’t figure
that out. Why should I be miserable
when I can just roll over and shut my
eyes if I want to and think of any
thing 1 want. Try to remember that
dream before I forget. It’s already
gone.
It’s not gone. It’s about Lindy and
me as usual. But that only makes me
feel worse. I’ve got to get out of here.
Before this place really gets to me and
I lose control somehow and start
screaming or swinging at anything
that moves. Then I’d never get out.
Forget it. Roll over and pull up the
covers and pretty soon everything
starts rolling and I don’t have to
think at all. During the rest of the
day, when things are happening, the
worst I feel like is goofing off or
arguing with staff or maybe getting in
a fight. But now it gets almost un
bearable, and I could scream or
almost cry.
I wonder who the night man is
tonight. What is it, Thursday. That
means it should be the regular night
man. Yep. Not that creep who works
relief. He comes on shouting and

pulling off covers like some sergeant
in the army or something like that.
This guy’s mellower, but if he gets
pissed off at you, you’ve had it. He’ll
bug you all morning until he leaves,
and you’re bound to go off at him
and get a pile of bad comments in the
grade book.
12:00 Midnight

Almost got to sleep before the
night man came on duty. Now it’ll be
another 15 minutes or so until things
quiet down again. Keys jangling in

side. Pull the covers tighter, but don’t
act like I’m awake. Standard B.S. be
tween, the night man and the 4-12 man
about how damn cold it is outside,
car trouble. Let’s see what the 4-12
says about us. Pretty good group,
with the usual couple of exceptions.
Got a bit rowdy after showers but no
real problems, Good. He could have
said worse, but he’s right: it wasn’t as
bad as it sometimes gets. Night man
reading the logbook says, “ Looks
like we’re getting
back from D-l tomorrow. Shit.
Things were almost getting under
control around here.”

“ Could be he’s learned his lesson
this tim e.”
“ Could be. Didn’t seem to work
last time, though, did it?”
“ We can always hope. If he screws
up again just ship him out again. No
more bullshit.”
“ No more bullshit is right. Group’s
been pretty good tonight. With the
usual couple exceptions. No real
problems, though. It’s all written
down in the logbook and the
gradebook.”
।
“ I ’ll have plenty of time to read
about it. W hat’s our count?”
“ It’s in the logbook. Thirty-one.
Thirty-two, with one in D -l.”
“ How they expect us to do any
thing with this many kids is beyond
m e.”
“ Shit, this ain’t nothin’. You
shoulda been here a few years ago
when we had girls on campus. Kids
sleeping on the floor, kids out of con
trol. Lucky we didn’t have a riot, it
was that bad.”
“ Could be. Thirty-two still seems
like too many to me. I thought the
union was supposed to get us an extra
staff when the count went over
thirty.”
“ And two when it goes over forty.
Sure. I’ll believe it when I see it.”
“ Yeah. Better make my count.”

use the kitchen door; it’s closer to
their cars. Night man comes back to
the desk, sits down without turning
the lights down. Hope somebody else
asks him. Shuffles his papers, gets up
and turns the lights down. Now may
be I can get some sleep.
3:00 AM

Another blast of cold air and noise.
The security man is relieving the night
man for his break. Must have slept
through the first one. Why do they
have to make so much noise when
they come in? Night man goes to the
staff flats to take a leak. I could snap
my fingers and get permission to get
up so I could take one myself. Except
it seems I’ve got a harden. 1 could do
something about that, but I’d better
not get caught. You can get sent to
detention just for beating off. Sexual
conduct, alone or with others. I’ve
never heard of it happening, though,
unless it’s out in the open during the
day. They caught one guy in the flats
last week in another cottage and sent
him out. He had pornographic pic
tures with him, too, which is contra
band. They could have got him just
for that. I guess I’d better just let it
go. All I have to do is remember
where I am and it usually goes away.
6:00 AM

You can learn a lot listening to ’
staff when they don’t know you’re
listening. Night man turns up the
lights a little, walks down the aisle
counting out loud going past me:
“ Sixteen, seventeen.. . ” Gets to the
door at the end of the dorm, gives it a
shake to make sure it’s locked, comes
back counting the other side. Hope he
remembers to turn the lights back
down. Another blast of cold as the
4-12 leaves. You’d think they could

1 hate it when he touches me.
That’s what started it all that time I
went off. Came that close to punch
ing him out. It happened later, after
breakfast, but that’s when it all
started. I was laying here just like I
am now, pretending to sleep, and he
comes along and calls my name along
with the others who hadn’t got up
yet. I don’t move, so he grabs me by
the shoulder, not hard but gentle like,
and shakes it. Boy. Lucky the covers
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“ There he goes bouncing out o f bed like a jackin-the-box as soon as his name is called, bright
and cheerful like he really enjoyed breaking
60 eggs into a bucket. Fuckin' brown-noser. ”
was over my head ’cause that kept me
from connecting. I made like 1 was
only swinging to get the covers off
and it was OK for awhile until after
breakfast like I said. 1 mean little
things in between, like calling my
table for seconds just after they ran
out of french toast. Maybe he didn’t
mean anything by it, but there was
something in his voice when he said
it. It just hung on my mind and when
he told me to sweep the hallway again
after I’d already done it and some
body else dropped a cigarette wrapper
on it, that was when I went off. One
of the other kids held me back (a
green tag, wouldn’t you know it), and
I could of broke loose but I let him
hold on; 1 was yelling things at him I
don’t remember, but it was pretty
bad. That’s the way it is when I get
really mad. Like getting drunk. I
don’t remember and when somebody
tells me about it or I read the incident
report, it seems like it was somebody
else.
So anyway now when he comes
around waking us up I get up and
even smile if he looks at me. Who
needs the hassle? There’s plenty to get
upset about without getting out of
control when you know how to avoid
it. T hat’s what the counselor and
Pastor Ed says, too, so I try to stay
out of trouble as long as I’m here.
Just watch the others; they can screw
up all they want. I want to get out of
here.
So here he comes waking up the
houseboys and laundry boy. Speak of
the devil. No need for me to do any
thing yet, just stay under the covers
with my eyes closed. Why anyone
wants those jobs is beyond me. You
have to get up early and there’s more
to do than any of the other cottage
jobs. Which means more ways to
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screw up. And the other kids hassling
you all the time if they don’t get the
food or the clothes they want, or
sometimes just because they need to
hassle someone and want you to go
off. I guess I’d have to admit I’ve
done that once or twice myself when
staff wasn’t around. Like the head
houseboy’s getting paroled tomorrow
unless he gets in a real bad fight or
something. I’d better leave him alone;
I don’t want somebody hassling me
when I’m ready to leave. Beside^, I’d
get in trouble right along with him
and it’s just not worth it. Like the
counselor says. Except there he goes
bouncing out of bed like a jack-inthe-box as soon as his name is called,
all bright and cheerful like he really
enjoyed breaking 60 eggs into a
bucket. Fuckin’ brown-noser. Bug
ging staff already about getting his
clothes checked out for tomorrow
and he’s not supposed to be talking
until he’s out of the dorm, just like
the rest of us. Staff won’t do any
thing. W hat’s the point of writing
comments when he won’t be around
for grade review on Tuesday? Makes
me sick. Go back to sleep if I can,
maybe 20 minutes before the rest of
us get up. All that noise from the kit
chen. They don’t realize how loud it
is when you’re trying to get a little
sleep around here. Shut it out, just
shut it out. It’s only the same stupid
noises as every other morning.
6:30 A M

OK, OK, I’m getting up. You don’t
have to bug me about it. I’ve never
yet been the last one ready. Close to,
sometimes, but never the last. Start
making my bed with my eyes closed.
After a few weeks I bet I’ll be able to
make the whole thing without waking
up. Maybe go through the whole day.

Kotwiaf (oodo
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Ha ha. Find something to laugh
about. Get out of here and never see
your fuckin’ face around here again,
asshole. Don’t say it, don’t say it.
Lucky I don’t have a bunkbed like
most of the others. It’s hard enough
this early without some other asshole
tryin’ to climb all over you doing his
own bed. Nice, neat square corners,
not a wrinkle. See? Before someone
runs his hand across it on the way out
of the dorm. It’s happened once
already, I’m sure of it. If I find out
who, 1’11 break his fuckin’ neck. Just
kidding. A bad bed grade can make
the difference between passing and
failing your week, if there’s enough
other things and you’re on the bor
derline. Some days they don’t even
grade beds, and of course that’s when
mine’s the best in the whole fuckin’
cottage. Leave it just once, though,
and they’re sure to grade it. T hat’s
the way it goes around here. No
justice.
A ll right! Your beds should be
made; y o u ’ve had plenty o f time.
East dorm, into the flats. West dorm
follow. Come on, move it!
Always the East dorm first. Almost
always. Just because one or two
aren’t ready; even if it’s riot me, the
other dorm always goes first. See?
Like I said, no justice. Goddamn
stampede is all this is. Try to get in
line at the laundry room before all the
good clothes in your size are gone. I’d
never be laundry boy. Not that shirt,
asshole, the one with the stripes. No,
it hasn’t got my name on it, but I’m
the only one ever wears it. Ask any
body.
The flats is sheer chaos. Everybody
trying to get dressed in the same place
in a few minutes. Grab my comb

from a locker, make sure nobody’s
ripped off my shampoo. Why do they
call it a locker when it hasn’t got a
door, much less a lock? Come to
think of it, why do they call this room
the flats? It’s just a bathroom, or
more like a locker room at high
school. Sinks, showers, toilets and
urinals, lockers and benches. Kids
everywhere. Somebody hops into me,
bouncing on one foot trying to get his
shorts on. I elbow him in the side; he
goes bounding off into someone else.
Staff yells out my name and his. Shit.
“ Sorry sir I didn’t mean to 1 forgot.
Only he bumped into m e.” “ He hit
me sir did you see?” The phone in the
office rings so staff turns around to
answer it and 1 flip him the bird.
What else can you do? Same to the
guy who bumped into me. Staff gets
back before he gets close enough to
start swinging at me. Somebody sit
ting on the toilet taking a crap grin
ning like a skeleton. At me or at who?
Maybe just for the hell of it. Maybe
he always does it that way; 1 never
noticed. Sit down on my place on the
bench before everybody else does. If
you’re the last one, there’s never
enough room and you’ve got to
squeeze in. Make a face at the guy
who bumped into me. He can’t do
anything; staff’s watching. Tough
shit, motherfucker, wanna make
something of it? Staff must have
looked the other way. Yeah, some
kind of problem in the laundry room.
What now? Just sit here like
nothing’s happened. See if the other
guy goes off first. I’m just sitting here
where I’m supposed to.
6:45 AM

OK, OK, let’s go. I’m ready. Sit
down and shut up. So far I’ve been
here about a month. If I pass this

CASH FOR RECORDS

ROM 9shu<d F’uul Co.
SIU. CoM &tUkitdm

BIRD'S SUITE RECORDS
Portland, Oregon 97214

3736 S.E. HAWTHORNE
235-6224

Unusual items for bizarre & distinguished people or their friends
We specialize in Nothing & try to sell Everything
Mention this ad & get 10% off on all unmarked prices
Easy credit terms • 100% down, No balance, No carrying charges

The Rosebay Homebirth Service
Practical M idwifery

659-8295
com plete hom e m aternity care
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“ I could have promise d him a cigarette fo r his
sausages or just said I'd beat his head in if he
didn't give them to me. That usually works.’ ’
week I’ll make red tag. Then it’s
yellow, green, and out. So far I
should make the week. No problems
since the last review on Tuesday. To
morrow I bring back school and work
grades, and they should be OK. Then
there’s the weekend; about half the
green tags go on home visits. That
leaves it a little less crowded, a little
more relaxed. Movie on Saturday in
the auditorium, church on Sunday.
Wonder if the movie will be a war or
a cowboy movie. It’s usually one or
the other. Have to look at the sched
ule in the hall next time I go by.
So I’m standing in the hallway try
ing to find the movie on the schedule.
It says we have a gym period Satur
day morning before the movie.
Wonder if we’ll get to go? Half the
time staff finds an excuse not to take
us. Too cold, or some of the group
wants to watch TV and they can’t
split the group and it wouldn’t be fair
to them, or the group’s been too
rowdy. They’re not supposed to pun
ish the group for the actions of a few
individuals, but it happens.
“ Speakerman, what’re you doing
in the hallway?”
“ Looking at the schedule, sir. Will
we get to go on the gym period on
Saturday?”
“ Ask the weekend staff when they
come in. Don’t bug me about it.
You’re supposed to be in the squad
room with the group. And you’re
supposed to be on silence.”
“ Sorry, Mr. Breaker. I’m going.
Do you know what the movie is on
Saturday?”
“ John Wayne something-or-other.
Don’t hang around the desk; I’ve got
work to d o .”
“ OK, sir, I’m going.”
1 go in and take a seat in front of
the TV. Tom and Jerry cartoons,
same dumb thing as always. C at’s
always chasing the mouse and the
mouse always gets away and the cat

A rJ t

gets blown up or a piano falls on his
head or something. Ankle-biters get
ting off on it. In real life the cat
always gets the mouse. That’s what
cats are for.
I look over my shoulder and Break
er’s got the grade book out and he’s
writing away in it. Shit, he wouldn’t
give me comments for reading the
schedule and talking to him, would
he? Oh shit, I forgot he yelled at
Winks and me in the flats. Looks like
he’s got it open to the front of the
book, though, and both our names
are toward the back. Could be he’s
writing down the laundry room thing.
Who was that? Andrews and Wilcox.
Must be Andrews. Doesn’t mean he
won’t get around to me, though. Try
to watch TV and a couple ankle-biters
are playing games trying to hit each
other with spitwads and I’m in the
middle. One of ’em yells out, “ Ow,
I’ve been hit!” and starts thrashing
around like he was v/ounded,
laughing like crazy. Staff looks up
and turns the TV off from the circuit
board and goes into the inner office
and gets the medication book out.
Turns the TV off casual like he was
scratching an old itch and suddenly
everybody’s quiet, even the wounded
kid behind me. Just when the cat was
going to get it with a frying pan in the
face.
6:55 AM
Staff rings the buzzer. That means
everybody on silence and line up on
the bench in the squad room. I’m
there quick, one of the first, without
hitting anyone on the way. They
never notice when you do something
right for a change. Not unless it’s
something for them, like making their
coffee in the morning. And usually
it’s some green tag who’s already go
ing to make his week who does things
like that, and guys like me who really
need the credit don’t get the chance.

Oh well, no justice, like I said. Let’s
see if staff remembers the new ruling.
Used to be they called us in to
breakfast by tag levels. Green tags
first, then on down till white tags and
observation level get to go in. Obser
vation level, that’s what they can put
you on when you screw up and they
don’t want to send you to detention.
Or sometimes when you come back
from detention. There’s two kinds:
Observation A and Observation B.
One is for kids who come back from a
hike and are supposed to be watched;
the other is for normal screw-ups. I
never could figure out how it really
works. You’re supposed to get writ
ten up on an incident report before
you get observation, but some staff
will just turn around and say: “ OK,
you’re on observation 24 hours for
that.” Or three days or whatever.
Just stay out of trouble; won’t have
to worry about it. And appeals.
There’s a place on the new incident
report forms that says the student has
the right to appeal. I never heard of
an appeal making any difference,
though. They always know how to
put it across their way even if they’re
in the wrong. Some kids who’ve been
here a long time are pretty good at
making their cases, though. They
know all the rules and some can just
stand there and say they didn’t do it
when everybody knows they did. And
by the time they’re finished, you
almost half believe them. I never
could do that, but I’m learning.
Might come in handy "one of these
days.
When you get an incident report
they give you the yellow copy. White
and blue and pink go other places.
Your parole officer gets one, I know
that. When I got mine when 1 first got
here, that was all my P.O. wanted to
know about, so I guess that’s about
all he got on me. I put my copy in my
locker in the flats like a dumb fuck

and they got wet so you couldn’t read
it. I kind of wanted it for a souvenir.
Some kids, I’ve seen them wad it up
and throw it in the wastebasket on
their way out of the office to show
they didn’t give a shit.
So anyway, instead of calling us in
to the dining room by tag levels, they
do it by table, starting with a differ
ent table every day. That way every
body has a chance of getting some
food while it’s still warm. No, that’s
not fair. It may not be hot all the
time, but usually it’s at least warm.
My table’s third today. Not too bad.
One of the guys who gets called be
fore me is a buddy of the guy 1
flipped off in the flats; he makes like
he’s going to kick at my foot when he
goes past me; 1 don’t move it back
but stick it out like I’m going to trip
him. We connect but we’re both off
balance so it isn’t really solid, won’t
leave a mark or anything. Then he’s
gone and my table’s called and( I do
the same to somebody else but he
pulls his back. God, I’d better watch
it; I’m bound to get in trouble before
the day’s over.
7:00 AM
Get in line, pick up a tray. Silver
ware’s on the table already. What is it
today? Hotcakes, two please. Oat
meal, none please. Sausages, ten
please. Just kidding, all right, two
please. Whatever’s the most we can
get. Maybe there’ll be some for sec
onds if somebody doesn’t want
theirs. Never get around to third
table, though. Maybe I can get this
ankle-biter who sits across from me
to give me his. He’s behind me in line,
only one guy in between, and he never
cares about anything, so when the lit
tle guy gets to the sausages he says he
doesn’t want any and I lean over and
give him a look to get them anyway.
He does but the houseboy hassles him
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*‘Why they put little kids in here is something I
don ’t understand. They ’re at least 13 or 14 but
they look like kids, and in the showers you can tell
they’ve got a long way to go before they grow up.
about making up his mind and the kid
almost throws it at him but thinks
better of it, just whispers “ Mother
fucker” at him and scoots up on the
line without getting his sausages. My
sausages, I mean. I could have prom
ised him a cigarette for them or just
said I’d beat his fuckin’ head in if he
didn’t give them to me. That usually
works. You can be written up for ex
changing food without staff permis
sion. You can usually do it without
being seen, or sometimes if you ask
permission they’ll say OK. Not today,
though, staff’s in a bad mood and
both me and the ankle-biter have
already been in trouble today. Don’t
hiatter anyway now; he didn’t even
get his sausages.
Sit down and start eating. On
silence until everyone’s gone through
the line. Then you can talk quietly at
your own table; no talking between
tables. But by then they usually start
seconds, which is on silence again un
til that’s done and maybe a couple
minutes after that until they call
“ scraper” and it’s silence again. So
you don’t'get to say much at meals.
Except there’s usually somebody who
forgets and people start whispering
things and pretty soon there’s noise at
almost all the tables and staff gets
pissed off and starts writing down
names.
I’m done with breakfast so fast I
hardly notice it’s gone. Seconds are
called; the first table gets sausages
and hot chocolate and hotcakes. Sec
ond table finishes the sausages and
there’s hotcakes left, only one each
this time, and oatmeal and chocolate.
Fuck it if I can’t get sausages. Hot
cakes are cold and I never could stand
oatmeal. Hot chocolate’s OK, but
why bother? Too late now, fourth
table’s been called. Just sit here on
silence and wait for everyone to get
their seconds. Nothing to talk about
anyway. Ankle-biter pours sugar on

his plate and starts drawing circles in
it. That makes me mad for some
reason, feel like taking a swipe at him
but I keep it together. Let him act like
a baby for all I care. Don’t hurt me
none. Why they put little kids in here
anyway is something I don’t under
stand. I mean, they’re all at least 13
or 14 but they look like kids and in
the showers you can tell they’ve got a
long way to go before they grow up.
No hair on their balls or under their
arms and their voices more like kids
than grown-ups. Every cottage has at
least one, and if you’ve got two or
three it can get out of hand. What
pisses me off about them is that they
can’t sit still. Always getting in trou
ble, talking on silence all the time and
running when they should be walking
somewhere and pestering staff when
they’re busy or little games like the
throwing spitwads that got the TV
turned off. And some of them like to
talk tough to you and get you mad
and then run to where the staff is.
7:20 AM
Staff calls “ Scraper!” real loud
and everyone gets quiet and sits still.
A few who just got seconds hurry to
finish eating. Nothing happens. Then
about five people realize the guy
who’s supposed to do scraper is in
D-l and they all want to volunteer for
it. Let ’em. I’ve got my own job to
do. So staff picks one and he goes up
behind the counter. First table goes
up; I get everything ready on my tray.
Here we go, napkin in the waste
basket, silverware (show it to the
scraper but he’s looking somewhere
else) in the soaking bucket and food
in the scraper can. Except I’ve eaten
all my food. You’d be amazed at how
much food gets thrown away in just
one cottage in one day. They used to
feed it to the hogs when they had hogs
on campus out at the farm, but they
kept getting bacon or pork fat into it

and the hogs would go wild. I don’t
know what they do with it now; just
throw it all away, I guess. I could
have kept my knife if I’d known the
scraper would be talking to staff. But
then when they counted silverware
after dishes are done, they would
have put the whole cottage through
shake-down and maybe not let the
work boys go to work until it was
found. What do I want a knife for
anyway? Automatic D-l offense if
they find it on you and there’s no way
to hide it. It happens, though.
Out to the flats without saying
anything to anybody or tripping or
bumping into anybody. Brush my
teeth, sit down and try to take a crap.
Still haven’t got used to this. No
good, it just won’t budge. All these
assholes running around like chickens
with their heads cut off and I’m sup
posed to take a crap. Maybe once I’m
in school I can get permission to leave
class and do it there. Oh well. To the
mop closet for the broom, start
sweeping the squad room and hall
way. Somebody else wants the broom
when I’m done so I take my time.
Somebody always screws it up after
I’m finished anyway, so 1 never get a
good grade for my job. Soon as jobs
are done we get our cigarettes. Finish
sweeping, give the broom to the guy
who’s supposed to sweep the dorms.
Go sit down on the bench with the
ones who have cigarettes left in the
cigarette drawer. I’ve got three packs,
enough to get me through to Sunday.
They only give you one pack a day
anyway no matter if you’ve got a
dozen cartons locked up in the office.
Some kids around here are crazy
about their cigarettes. If they’re out
they’ll trade just about anything
they’ve got for them. I once got a
baseball mini-computer for a pack of
cigarettes, but it turned out the guy
had ripped it off from somebody else
and I almost got in trouble for it. It

was true I didn’t know it was ripped
off, but then I didn’t bother to ask
either. I was the one that got ripped
off in the end because I lost the
smokes and the guy got his baseball
game back. The one I traded with, the
one who ripped off the game in the
first place, he only got a comment in
the grade book when by rights he
should have got an incident report, I
think. I’m not too sure about these
things. They make you listen to a tape
recording all about the rules when
you first get in Reception, b u t' 1
couldn’t pay attention, kept looking
out the window.
7:40 AM
Now I’m set. Full packs of smokes
and a new matchbook. My turn next
at the smoke table. OK. Don’t even
use a match, take a light off the next
guy. Just sit back and enjoy. Goes
down smooth; I don’t feel like cough
ing like I used to. Mellows me out.
Pretend, just pretend that it’s dope.
Yeah, man. Mellowed out for sure.
Except it’s more than half gone
already and there’s someone waiting
for my place at the smoke table. Oh
well, enjoy what’s left. After the first
one things mellow out; there’s usually
a place open if you want to smoke. At
7:55 the work boys leave to go to their
jobs. When they’ve gone it’s not so
crowded or noisy; all I’ll have to do is
smoke or play cards or pool or pingpong or watch TV if they don’t have
the radio on or just mellow out and
look at the trees out the window until
8:30 when it’s time for the school
move. One more toke before the
filter. Nice stuff.
Steve Myers is a Portland writer
who spent fo u r months on s ta ff at
McLaren earlier this year. This fic 
tionalized account is part o f a book
length manuscript entitled Going Off.
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Papa Haydn
Fine European Pastries
Beer W in e

PORTLAND
SATURDAY
MARKET
proudly presents
N O RTH W EST ORIGINALS
SUNDAYS IN MAY

May 4
May 11
May 18
May 25

David Immel, mime artist
Arcturus, original jazz
Laura Stillwell dances
Cam and Jack Newton

1 p.m. On First Avenue under
the Burnside Bridge

5829 S.E. Milwaukie
Tues-Thurs 11:30am to 10pm
Fri-Sat 11:30am to 12 mid
Closed Sunday & M onday

Coming soon: “ From Mozart to Moog”

PSU CULTURAL AFFAIRS BOARD
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
May 1980
BROWN BAG
CONCERTS
7 5 Lincoln Hall
FREE
April 29, The Portland Unlimited
Chamber Ensemble: Sally Nelson,
Director; Niel DePonte, Conductor,
present: Igor Stravinsky’s The Soldiers
Tale
May 1, PSU Composition Students
May 6, The Composers Ensemble
May 8, Student Recitals: Ellen Gordon,
Soprano; Diane Gatke, Piano, Jeanette
Brugato, Piano
May 13, Davidjimmersom Baritone
May 15, Student Recitals: Barbara
Bernstein, Viola. The Nimbus Saxo
phone Quartet
May 20, The Florestan Trio
May 22, Student Recitals: Diane
Florence,
Mezzo-Soprano;
Gene
Lysinger, Bass; Diane Gatke, Piano
May 27, Paul Cheifetz, Cello; Harold
Gray, Piano
May 29, Student Recital: Clayton
Brainerd, Piano
Mya 29, Student Recital: Clayton
Brainerd, Piano
June 3, Barbara Niessman, a John
Deere Artist in Residence, will perform
on the piano.
Tuesday a nd Thursdays, Noon -1:00
IS Lincoln Hall ' FREE

For further information contact:
Educational Activities, 229-4452
14

WHITE GALLERY
located on the second floor of Smith Center
April 22 through May 16
Five Textile Artists
Ann Williamson Hyman
Faun Rae Hosey
Maryjo Anderson
Joyce Reyman
Christina Sells
Also showing:
Ceramic Work by
George Cummings

DANCE
COMMITTEE
. EVENTS
FREE
May 2, noon - 1:00, Brown Bag Lecture
Dance Critic Mindy Aloff will speak
on: "The Critic's Point o f View.”
Room 207 HPE, 930 SW Hall
May 22, noon - 1:00, Brown Bag
Concert. Dancer Zonnie Bauer will
perform. Room 207 HPE
May 30-31, 7:30, Student Perfor
mance PSU Dance students will per
form, Room 207 HPE Every Monday 7
- 9:30 Recreational English and
Scottish
Country
Dancing,
212
Shattuck, 1914 S.W. Park
Every Wednesday, 7 - 10, Recreational
Folk Dancing, 212 Shattuck

May 20 through June 14
Charcoal and Pastels by
James Clark
Reception for the artist,
Tuesday May 20, 7-9 pm
7 am

Gallery hours:
-1 0 p m Monday - Friday

7 am -9 p m Saturday
Closed Sunday

CABARET
CABARET — Portland Room,
second floor — Smith Center
FREE
May 2, Edgar Allen Poe comes back to
haunt us in this two-act play. Starring
Michael Cadigan. W ritten by Michael
Cadigan and Oregon Playwright
Dorothy Velasco, (co-sponsored by
Theater Arts Committee)
May 9, Outrageous Films. Director
John Waters at his best: Pink Flamingos
(X) & Multiple Maniacs (R).
May 16, Folklorist Cynthia Orr will
present "Stories Mother Never Told
Y o u .”
May 23, The Second Annual New York
Erotic Film Festival. (R). Need we say
more?
May 30, Swipesy Cake Walk Ragtime
Band. Piano, trum pet, clarinet, tuba,
and drum music from the era of Jelly
roll Morton and Scott Joplin.

May 1980
FILM COMMITTEE
PROGRAMS
75 Lincoln Hall
May 2, The Loneliness of the Long
Distance Runner, Directed by Tony
Richardson, 1962
May 3, Daisies, Directed by Vera
Chytilova, 1966; Short, Getting Clean,
Directed by Vaclav Bedrich
May 9, The Rain People, Directed by
Francis Ford Coppola, 1969
May 10, Report on the Party and its
Guests, Directed by Jan Nemec, 1966
May 16, The Cranes are Flying, Dir
ected by Mikhail Kalatozov, 1957;
Short, The Critic, Directed by Ernest
Pintoff
May 17, The Shop on Main Street,
Directed by Jan Kadar and Elmar Klos,
1965
May 23, Tomorrow’s People, Directed
by Gene DuBey, 1973; The Quiet
One, Directed by Sidney Meyers, 1948
May 24, Closely Watched Trains,
Directed by Jiri Menzel, 1966
Showings are Friday and Saturday
evenings at 7:30, admission is $1 for
students, seniors, and children, $1.50
for others. Free parking at S.W. Mill
and Broadway.

Watch for 25th
Anniversary Celebrations
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AN
INTERVIEW
WITH TIM

a
v
A

Recently I had'the good fortune to meet an intel
ligent, serious, and dedicated teenager. In every
respect, except one, he seemed to be a typical
American young person. Tim is gay and works on
the staff of the Portland gay newspaper, The NW
Fountain. Tim may be an example of the new gay
person who wishes to be open about his identity
yet is eager to be involved in the larger society.
Anyone interested in the gay scene in the Pacific
Northwest ought to check out The Fountain. The
free monthly newspaper challenges and develops
how gays think and feel about themselves. David
Porter, the editor and publisher, deserves praise for
his efforts. The April issue, the second anniversary
one, promises to be special. Look for it!
Walt Curtis
Roots
Walt:
Tim:

Walt:
Tim:

Walt:
Tim:

Walt:
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Tim:

Walt:
Tim:

Walt:

Tim:
Walt
Tim:

Where did you grow up?
I’m from Portland origi
nally. I moved to Tacoma, in
vited by my older brother,
who was 32. After I moved up
there, he told me he was gay.
He told me how it was, all
these feelings he’d been having
and shelving — through two
wives and seven children.
Good lord, what a sexy
devil!
He made me realize I ’d been
having these same thoughts.
Only I wouldn’t admit it to
myself.
When did you first feel that
you were gay?
The old shower room
brought out a few aspects. I
could never look forward. I’d
look up, then I’d have to look
down really fast. I was con
stantly fighting with my feel
ings, myself —
You mean in junior high
gym class?
Yeah. Or just walking down
the halls. 1 forced myself to be
more vigorous in finding a
girlfriend. That was the nor
mal thing to do.
Didn’t a teacher ever talk to
you? Wasn’t there any discus
sion of sexual identity?
No. I didn’t know what a
gay person looked like. What
does a gay person look like?
People were called gay, and
tripped down the stairs and
stuff. You always heard about
it, but you never saw it. So it
was just kind of like being
alone.
When kids grow up, there is
a certain amount of testing. A
lot of joking. Among North
west kids, as I remember —
and they still do it, even in ele
mentary school — kids will use
words like “ faggot” or “ nig
ger.” They will call others
these names, but they won’t
really have any understanding
of people who are gay or
black.
Oh yeah. They have their
social hierarchies.
Was your brother living in
th e gay c o m m u n ity in
Tacoma?
He was really just “ coming
o u t,” too. He’d had a few
months’ head start at it, so he
knew more than I did.

In working for the news
paper, you mainly deal with
other gays?
Yes. And I almost resent
Tim:
that. Being around gay people
is just one side of the story. I’d
like to be around more
straights. Since we deal with
gay people, it’s all I ever run
into mostly.
What have you learned
Walt:
working on the newspaper?
You said you’ve gained some
maturity. It was quite an op
portunity.
I ’m gaining a business
Tim:
mind, I guess. Before, 1 lived
from day to day, working 9 to
5 in a restaurant. Here, I feel I
can contribute something to
the world —
You are a good business
Walt:
person. You know how to talk
to people.
Are you kidding? I’m scared
Tim:
to death every minute! When
people call, they don’t know.
When I talk to someone im
portant and there is a message
to get out of them — I get all
frustrated and nervous. My
face is hot, my hands get cold
and sweaty.
But you’ve overcome that
Wait:
through experience? How long
have you been working on the
newspaper?
Three months. Up until last
Tim:
week, I was still apologizing
for answering the phone. Peo
ple would ask, “ Is David [the
editor] there?” I’d say, “ Well,
uh—” I was afraid of making
a fool of myself.
One thing I thought about
Walt:
this interview was I didn’t
want to use your last name.
We’re simply discussing the
condition of a young gay right
now — one who is not neuro
tic. You seem to be ultra
normal, and very mature.
Super normal? Super norm!
Tim:
Wow! (laughter)
Yes. 1 don’t know whether
Walt:
I’m dealing with my stereo
types, but given the stereo
types that people have of gays
— you seem really comfort
able with yourself.

Walt:

a high school friend
and Tim (on the right)

Gay Youth Council

Coming Out
Walt:
Walt:
Tim:

Walt:

Tim:
Walt:
Tim:

Walt:

Tim:

What does the term “ com
ing out” mean, for the straight
readers?
The realization that you
have feelings to show for men.
If you appreciate somebody —
a man — then you can run up
and 'hug him or kiss him.
W ith o u t w orrying ab o u t
somebody saying, “ Ah, look
at those faggots!”
D oesn’t the expression
mean that a gay person has de
cided to show his or her true
identity in public — in the gay
community?
Uh huh. But not necessarily
screaming. It’s the release of
feelings —
How did you feel coming
out? Did you feel afraid?
Proud?
I went to Tacoma — on pur
pose — well, not at first, be
cause I didn’t know I was gay.
It was a great opportunity to
adjust to being gay. When I
came back to Portland —
some of my friends and I part
ed ways. Others make their
tacky little jokes, but we’re
still friends!
Unfortunately, there still is
a great division between gays
and straights. When you come
out, you have to choose what
part of society you’re going to
be involved with.
People are given that im
pression, but I don’t really
think you should have to!

Tim:

Walt:
Tim:

Walt:

Tim:

What is the Gay Youth
Council?
It’s a gathering of young
gays to provide a growth op
portunity for the entire com
munity. We have rap groups,
provided by the Men’s Re
source Center. Brad Wood
ward (of Outside-ln and the
Center) oversees the sessions.
Some high-energy people are
involved.
W hat’s the ultimate goal of
the council?
The goal is to prepare the
youth for being older, I guess.
There are a lot of queens out
there who still don’t know
what’s going on — hopefully,
when we take on responsibi
lity, we’ll be able to handle it
— and make some changes.
Changes in what? In the
way gays behave in the city?
Mr. Groovy and the Empress
contests, that kind of social
scene?
We’d like to change the im
age of the gay person. I mean,
the straights think they’re a
bunch of screamers and really
nellie. Like the drag queens —
they have their place. But peo
ple should realize that that’s
not the only or the main pic
ture of the gay person. Gay
people are normal, too. Only
recently, the United States has
quit classifying a homosexual
as a person who is mentally ill.

continued
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Several. In Play boy! Yes,
I’ve seen some.
Walt:
No, I mean in real life! Was i
it easier to be around boys '
than girls?
Tim:
It was easier to be around
girls. In high school — in my
yearbook — there isn’t a single
guy who signed it. It’s all girls.
Tim:

Sex is a

Private Matter

Straights seem to think that
homosexuals behave outrage
ously. Don’t they?
Tim:
When a straight sees a man
and a man kissing, or a
woman and a woman, they
totally object! But then a man
and a woman will do it. Nei
ther one should be sexual in a
public place.
People who are sensitive —
Walt:
intelligent or in control —
don’t. They have sex in pri
vate. A spontaneous display of
affection on the street is okay.
Yeah, hugging is all right!
Tim:
French-kissing and the physi
cal gyrations — some people
really get into it. And I think
it’s really disgusting!
Walt:

In the Closet
Walt:

Mormonism
Walt:

Tim:

Walt:
Tim:

Walt:

Tim:

Walt

Your religion is M or
monism. My God! What do
the Mormons think of gay
ness?
I’d be better off dead! Sui
cide is a preferable alternative
to being gay. I’d be cast out in
to the outer darkness, if I were
not to change my ways in my
lifetime. There will only be a
handful, a small number of
people, who are thrown out
with Satan into the outer dark
ness —
1’11 probably be one of ’em!
(laughter)
It’s not called Hell. It’s
called The Outer Darkness!
(Tim mentions that the
Mormon Church can excom
municate gays. He was going
to be a priest. A t 15, he was
active in the church — but
faltering. A t 16, he moved to
Yelm to get away from his sin
fu l ways.)
What do you mean by “ sin
ful ways” ? Were you gay at
16?
My sinful ways were smok
ing dope and — no! 1 was
strictly asexual at the time. Al
though those hick girls will
drag you off in the fields if
you’re not careful!
Were you dragged off into
the fields? Have you ever seen
a naked girl?

Walt:

Tim:

Walt:
Tim:

Walt:

Traditionally, gays have
hidden in the closet. In Port
land, there have been promi
nent business people, maybe
even politicians, wealthy or
professional people — with
prestige in the community who
have hidden their gayness.
They have not helped the gay
com m unity become m ore
mature or accepted.
Yes, this is true. They might
as well admit their gayness
now before somebody else
finds out about it. As in the
case in Olympia where several
prominent legislators were ar
rested — in the restroom.
Right. And the president of
Olympia Brewing Co.? It was
sad. One guy just resigned! He
totally chickened out. Even
after he was discovered, he
still wouldn’t admit that he
was homosexual. Don’t a lot
of gay people still feel guilty
about who they are? I mean,
don’t you feel guilty some
times?
Oh, yeah! There are a lot of
head trips. My religion — jeez,
it gets to me a lot.
The first time I ever went
out — to The Monastery [the
name of a gay club in Seattle]
— 1 felt like I was in the devil’s
hole! And the Lord was going
to strike this place down at any
moment. Just for being there.
Although 1 loosened up later
on —
Did you dance? What do
people do at The Monastery?
They got me high! Without
my knowledge! 1 mean, I
walked in the door and they
said, “ Hello, come in for com
munion. We’ll give you this
little wafer.” It was a mari
juana cookie. I didn’t know
any different.
Is it primarily a teen and

adult place? It’s not a tavern?
It’s a “ chicken pickup.” It’s
quick food — fast-food res
taurant!
What does that mean? Ha,
Walt
ha. T hat’s where young males
go to be picked up by older
men —?
It’s for you to have a good
Tim:
time. You can make it what
you want.

Tim:

The First Time
Walt:
Tim:

Walt:
Tim:

Walt:

Tim:

Walt:
Tim:

Who were you close to? You
must have had “ boy” friends.
I guess it was my sophomore
year. I met him in photog
raphy. I never really thought
much about him — until he
called me up one day — one
hot summer day. The type of
day — well, we went swim
ming and afterwards we had
gone to his house. We were
upstairs and his brother came
home.
And caught you two naked?
No, no. I sneaked out the
upstairs w indow, walked
across the roof, and I got
down by way of a swing set
which was close to the porch.
Well, what happened there?
(laughing) You’re not being
very specific!
I found out what “ moon
ing” was. 1 wasn’t too en
thused about that. I saw him a
few days ago. H e’s still
around.
Here in Portland? Is he gay?
Oh yeah. I ’ve run into a few
— not very man" — people
who went to my high school
and they’ve come out.

Suspicions
(Tim went to Utah to get away from
smoking dope two summers ago to
work with his uncle, a good Mormon.
He kicked his habit there.)
I moved back home, missing
my mother. I felt really close
to my mom. Mom bugs me a
lot about getting a steady,
about going out with girls.
Does she begin to suspect
Walt:
something?
No. Although she does
Tim:
begin to suspect my sister —
who’s been living with a girl
friend.
Tim:

2 2 6 N.W. Davis, Port la n d r f 223 4 4 4 7
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Walt:
Tim:

Walt:
Tim:
Walt:
Tim:

Walt:
Tim:

Walt:

She’s gay too?! The whole
damn family is?
My brother and my sister —
yeah. She’s been living with
Jamie, by now, for at least six
years. And Mom is beginning
to wonder. She’s beginning to
really think about it! Shortly
thereafter my brother Steve
came out. Last summer — and
then I came out in the fall with
him.
Not incestuously, I hope!
Oh, man! It was definitely
believed so by the Tacomites!
It sounds like Termites.
Were you two together a
lot? It’s a wonder he didn’t get
murdered or something!
We went skiing together, to
movies — Steve’s lover is a
real fuddy duddy! He’s a
homebody. He likes to read
the paper. Oh, yeah. There
were so many stories going
around. But then — they have
to have the stories to make
their lives interesting, I think.
Straight people? I agree!
B ored p e o p le , u nsexual
people.
The more they talk, the
more I can ignore them. It was
ridiculous! I just looked at — I
know the truth. Nobody else
really needs to know it.
In a way, you’re really not
that normal. You’re one of
those individual types who
stands out, on his own two
feet.

my mother about it — “ Does
it upset you that I am gay?”
she said, “ Probably. But let’s
not discuss it.”
Parents of Gays [a real
o rg an izatio n ] helped me
realize that parents don’t like
to think of their children as
sexual persons!
True. T hat’s in general. But
it’s worse if you’re gay,
because a parent is probably
heterosexual. Most parents
are! They feel alarmed that
you may not have a family,
later on.
Did we tell that story? How
— when the family went hunt
ing, she gut-shot the deer [and
cleaned it] and all that stuff?
She was the one who went out
and shot the buck! Dad would
try. She gave him — his pride.
Which is very basic and need
ed by everyone.
I hate to use this metaphor,
but — in a sense, she wore the
pants in the family? Didn’t
she?
She wore the muumuu in the
home!
. . . I have two fathers.
Charlie is my real dad. I never
knew him till I was about 12
years old. He walks up on the
porch — well, first he drives
by in a clunker. And I look out
on the cool summer morning
— and he drives by in this car
without a muffler, and the
grinding of gears. I look out
— and see this prune-faced old
man! He’s peering in the door
way at me — and I feel really
strange, like ooohh — creepy
crawly.
Jim was my second father.
He came into the picture
shortly after Charlie exited —
when I was 3 or 4.
It’s just — I never really
totally accepted him. Some
times I wish my mother had
never told me that Jim was not
my real father. As the years go
by — I can see my father as
Jim rather than Charlie —
because Jim ’s the one who
took care of me, and Jim ’s the
one who stood by, and held
me up.
Your mother didn’t treak
out when she found out you
were gay?

Walt:

Tim:

Walt:

Tim:

Being a Parent of a Gay
Walt:

All this is going on — what
does your family think?
Tim:
First of all, they reacted to
my brother. They figured that
Steve was having his fling and
would soon grow tired of it.
Which may be the case. He
and his lover are breaking up.
Steve may just enjoy being
miserable.
Because I was living with
him, I went through an awful
lot of head trips. Stereotypes
that he had had — about gay
people, what they should do,
and things.
When did you talk with
Walt:
your father or your mother?
We never talked about this
Tim:
subject. When I did confront

Walt:

Tim:

Oh yeah! We snuggle an
awful lot! Even into high
school, before school, I’d
come in and snuggle up to
Mom and we’d have a talk in
the morning. It was fine. It
was great — that warmness —
being close to Mom.
Walt:
You said Mom came up to
the newspaper office and
wanted to look at the heavy
sexual gay magazines? (Tim
laughs)
Tim:
She saw them — and I was
terribly embarrassed! “ Oh,
Mother, let me cover these
up!” And she says, “ Oh, can I
buy one of those calendars?”
Dave says, “ Oh, you don’t
have to buy one.” He gave her
one. So she got a Blueboy 1980
Calendar!

Are you looking for a
father, by being gay? In liking
older males?
No. I don’t like the role
Tim:
playing. Who has to be the
“ sissy,” and who has to be the
“ butch” — I don’t go for
that. I go for being yourself —
being imaginative, being into
the world.
I like people who are them
selves, people who can deal
with themselves.
The reason I’m gay is be
cause I’m looking for love. 1
may not be gay forever. I’m
giving either side a chance. 1
haven’t had much of a chance
with women, but if I can find
love — no matter where I find
it — if I can find it, that’s
precious enough to hold onto
whether it’s with a man or a
woman.
Do you think we might go
through phases as people?
T hat’s what we ought to be al
lowed to do? We ought to be
allowed to be who we are, and
to explore that.
Yes, I agree with that. Just
play it by ear.
Walt:

Blown Thesis

LIFE LIKE IN EVERY WAY'
Walt:

She took it home with her!
Ha, ha. (Blueboy, Mandate,
In Touch, Playguy, and other
gay mags are distributed by
The Fountain. Some are stan
dard porn. Others like Chris
topher Street, Gay Sunshine,
Body Politic, and The Advo
cate are highly literate and in
telligent reading material.)
Tim:
My dad — Jim — on the
other hand — found it. He
threw it out!

Is
anybody
re a lly
“ normal” ?
I’d hate to be normal! I
would really hate to be nor
mal.
So would I!
I mean, the normal person
with the medium-brown hair
— just basic features and no
personality — why is it so
great to be normal? Why
shouldn’t people be off-thewall? [Tim uses both hands to
squeeze his entire head.] Like
John Belushi popping a zit?
Have you seen the picture
Animal House)
No, I haven’t. Thanks,
Walt:
Tim!

Walt Curtis

(Tim would like to invite any
younger gays who are interested, to
the meetings. For further info, call
him at The N W Fountain, 248-1990.)
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‘*My Catholic education taught me never to trust
a priest — under or over 30. They had given
up their lives in the service o f God, got up at five
every morning to say Mass, wore lousy black
gabardine slacks that itched, and had tossed their
sex lives in the wastebasket... ”

CATHOCK

DIRTY TRICKS
I. R A N S O M IN G P A G A N BABIES
by Warren Hinckle
here is som ethin g to be said fo r

T the disadvantages o f Catholic
education, at least as it was in San

Francisco of the logy, foggy fifties.
For one thing, in grammar school I
learned about ransoming pagan
babies. We had to save our dimes to
ransom the poor unbaptized creatures
of China. To facilitate the financial
aspect of this spiritual transaction, we
purchased savings certificates — wa
termarked in the fuzzy purple of the
nuns’ hectograph machine and resem
bling somewhat Blue Chip Stamps —
which were popularly known as
Illustration by Bob Gardiner

“ Pagan Baby Stamps.” When we
had accumulated sufficient markers,
we were assured that a yellow pagan
of our choice would receive a
Catholic baptism. We also got to
name it, with a saint’s name, of
course. It cost five dollars to ransom
a boy, and three dollars for a girl.
The good Sisters explained that girls
came cheaper, since the Chinese rou
tinely drowned girls at birth, like
baby kittens, because there were so
many of them. This led to consider
able discussion about the relative
value of boys and girls, and provoked
a compromise, arranged by the nuns,
which was widely considered a bar

gain: for ten dollars we could ransom
one boy and two girls.
1he Catholic umbrella under wmcn
I grew up shaded a vacuum-sealed,
middle class and unflinchingly white
ghetto. We all went to Catholic
schools and our parents paid their
dues and regularly received the sacra
ments, as did we kids, but is was more
routine than a leap of faith. The
Church seemed everywhere, Authori
ty incarnate, yet it didn’t really con
nect. It was authority largely without
terror. The Church I knew was not
the Church of Savonarola, nor of
James Joyce — it was too settled and
comfortable to summon the fire and
brimstone for Stephen Dedalus-type
retreats. The priests who were stuck
in the confessional box on Saturdays
put on Pendleton sport shirts and
went off to play golf at the Irish
Catholic Olympic Club. Our confes
sors did scare us a little by warning we

could lose our minds and maybe even
our hair if we touched ourselves, but
suggested that if we pulled hard on an
:ar it would dispel temptation.
Naturally we tugged our ears, but
otherwise the operating principle was
to accept everything the Church
taught while paying as little attention
to it as possible. Thus we went to
Mass on Sundays and sinned on Mon
days and went to confession on Satur
days so we could receive Communion
on Sunday and be in a state of grace
to sin again on Monday.
I came to accept the Church for the
tinsel, lazy, corrupt and at the same
time appealing thing that it was. Dur
ing those gray and quiet years, the
Church was like some pervasive
closed system dominating an endless
science fiction novel, wherein it seem
ed the fate of the mutinous among us
to do continuous, dubious battle
against it; there was great fun in the
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rum of rebellion, and we fought on in
the not unpleasant expectation of los
ing. Changing the Church was no
more real than changing the ocean.
This background ill prepared me
for the liberal Catholic reformers
with whom I became involved in the
early sixties. I was astonished to find
that there were Catholics abroad who
actually thought that unyielding in
stitution was going to improve itself
and thereby improve the world. Most
of the reformers I encountered had
not endured sixteen years of Catholic
education as I had, but had escaped
to prep schools and secular colleges
far removed from the bad breath and
pimples of the workaday Church.
I found it difficult to believe that
these earnest people were attempting
to make a blushing bride of that fine
old whore, the Church. While these
reformers were shocked to discover
how materialistic the Vatican really
was, 1 had learned in grammar school
that profitable moneychanging was
the natural condition of the priestly
calling. Our pastor used to stand in
front of the altar during collections at
Christmas Mass and exhort the faith
ful to “ make it a green Christmas.”
The reformers were freshly aglow
with the illuminating theological pro
position that the Church was as much
human as divine; 1 knew that was the
truth back in the third grade the first
time 1 heard a nun fart.

I later watched the priests cream
these well-meaning liberals: Lions 14,
Christians 0. The odds were lopsided
from the start. Just as the tougher,
peasant Stalin made a better revolu
tionary than the more bourgeois and
intellectual bolsheviks, these starryeyed Catholic reformers with their
idealized view of the Church were no
match for the crafty and possessive
priest-Pachucos who gave out karate
chops instead of blessings. Most of
the young priests who rushed to the
aid of the reformers were likewise
clobbered and have long since left the
Church, along with a goodly percent
age of the reformers. They succeeded
in vulgarizing the Mass and making
some other niggling reforms, and
then drifted off to various new enthu
siasms — anglicism, agnosticism,
even astrology — leaving confusion
in their wake, like little kids taking
apart some gigantic radio set to im
prove the reception, then tiring of the
project but not knowing how to put
the set back together. These thwarted
reformers then became bitter at the
Church for doing what came natural
ly to preserve the monolith. The dif
ference in my expectations of the
Church of Rome and that of many of
the liberal intellectual Catholics of
the early sixties was that of sixteen
years in Catholic schools, which were
susceptible to all the analogies of
Stalag 17.

II. C ATHOLIC R EFORM S CHOOL
y Catholic education taught me

M never to trust a priest—under or
over 30. They became quite vicious if

one threatened their sense of authori
ty or in any way profaned their pride,
which 1 was constantly doing. Here
they had given up their lives in the
service of God, got up at five every

morning to say Mass, and wore lousy
black garbardine slacks that itched,
and had tossed their sex lives in the
wastebasket, and, goddamnit, they
expected the laymen-serfs to click
their heels and pay proper respect.
My four years in Catholic high
school were a boot camp in guerrilla

w a re fa re a g a in st ov erw een in g
authority. 1 served my sentence at
Riordan High School, a newish
cement-walled institution that served
as sort of a respectable Catholic
reform school for the children of
lower-middle-class San Francisco
Italian and Irish families and was
otherwise distinguished by having
been named after an Archbiship who
had been killed by a train.
The student body was a monstrous
assembly of truants who enjoyed
committing battery on the men who
had consecrated their bodies to God.
The unenviable title of the worst of
our bad lot was generally considered
a tossup between myself and another
student who had the unpleasant habit
upon boarding a streetcar of unzip
ping his pants and urinating in the
fare box. In the World War II epics
popular at the time, John Wayne
always painted tiny Japanese suns on
the fuselage of his plane each time he
bagged a Zero. Similarly, the lads at
Riordan maintained a running box
score on how many religions we were
able to send down in flames.
Our teachers were the Brothers of
Mary, an uninspired religious order
whose ranks held the usual number of
failed hedonists and sexual malcon
tents. The brothers, who preferred
double-breasted black business suits
to the more traditional clerical robes,
were on the spectrum of religious
vocation between the full gray of the
consecrated eunuch and the purple
glory of the priesthood. In addition
to the vows of poverty, chasity, and
obedience, they took an additional
vow, that of special devotion to the
Blessed Virgin Mary, an inamorata
they referred to with some intimacy
as the “ BVM.” The order was like a
religious displaced persons camp for
grade four and lower civil servants.
The all-male Riordan student body
was warned about the physical
dangers of public high schools, not

the least of which was the hazard of
bloody Kotex that shamless Protes
tant and Jewish girls were said to
drop carelessly on dark stairways.
Our contact with the outside world
was largely limited to mandatory
special pleading to the Lord to free
C ardinal M indszenty from an
atheistic holding cell in Hungary, and
reading about contemporary events in
the brown pages of a jejune publica
tion called the Junior Catholic Mes
senger, which featured front page
photos of the eminent Catholic junior
Senator from Wisconsin, Joseph Mc
Carthy, buzzing about the Senate
subway doing God’s work in Wash
ington.
Catholic high school proved an ex
cellent place to learn the nature of
bureaucracy and the fine art of bam
boozling. I gained access to the
school sherry supply and discovered
the wonderful world of banquets and
cocktail parties, the entrance to which
could be gained by creating sundry
committees, letterheads, and other
artifacts of eleemosynary hoodwinkery. I and my childhood buddy, a kin
dred musketeer named Gerry Dava
los, got happily drunk every Saturday
afternoon excepting Advent and Lent
by putting on our good suits and
walking into strange wedding recep
tions in the Catholic catering halls of
the Sunset District, where we pretend
ed that we were the groom’s relations
to the bride’s people, and vice versa.
While thus being educated, I dis
covered that I was a print junky. I
made the school newspaper my per
sonal fiefdom to indulge my insati
able craving for the joys of printing
plants — clunking linotypes spitting
out words of metal, Ludlow machines
creating veritable milky ways of head
lines in type fat and thin, hissing
stereotype machines, ill-mannered
printers cursihg instructively. For me,
no secrets of science or metaphysics
were comparable to that miraculous
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process w hereby w ords were
transported from your head through
a typewriter to a typesetter into metal
artfully arranged, which produced a
printed page. If there was a heaven, it
had to have a composing room. The
printing plant over which I first lusted
was a squat green building on the
wrong side of Market Street called the
Garrett Press, which produced shop
pers and dreary house organs. (I
began putting out newspapers there
when I was thirteen and was still at it
nearly two decades later at Ramparts,
which, to keep me amused, published
two newspapers, one of them a daily.)
I had found my place in the sun in
this dark, dingy printing plant which
I thought of as King Solomon’s
Mines. I would stand bent over the
makeup forms for hours on end,
drunk with the ordeal. I became ec
static when, in violation of all union
rules, I was allowed to handle a piece
of hot type. The hours I spent in the
company of printers came to exceed
those in the classroom, and gave me
quite a different view of the universe
than that afforded by the Brothers of
Mary. I spent my spare time and
money on pilgrimages to the out-oftown newspaper stands, which were
located between skid row and the red
light district. I would step obliviously
over the bodies of winos and dodge
around hookers to reach the delicious
racks of stale newspapers, and come
away burdened with as many copies
as my money could buy of the New
York Daily News, the defunct Los
Angeles Daily News and its also deadand-gone successor, The Mirror, at
the time I had a crush on tabloids.
Often at night I traveled to Mecca,
which was the rundown sports
department of the San Francisco Ex
aminer, where a kindly, drunken old
Hearst deskman would let me stand
around and drool over the teletype
machines. My traveling companion in
these excursions was my high school

sports editor, a burly football player
named Jim Clifford, who had the
reasonably balanced view of our jour
nalistic calling that it came somewhere
after football and girls. One evening
as we stood watching the teletypes
pound and ring in the news a slight in
cident occured that was illustrative of
where my head was at this point in
young manhood. A copyboy dumped
off several copies of the advance
“ bulldog” news section of the Sun
day paper, printed early to be trucked
off to the boonies and filled with un
dated features about trout fishing in
Alaska and publicity stills of aspiring
Swedish starlets with their titties
showing.
“ Jez-zus, look at that!” Clifford
said, staring at a large front-page
photograph of a girl with a cleavage
as deep as the Grandi Canyon. But all
I noticed was the unusual red head
lines in a typeface the conservatively
madeup Examiner normally reserved
for world wars.
“ Wow, that’s really something,” 1
replied to the salivating Clifford.
“ T hat’s beautiful! Can you imagine
running 60 point Cheltenham italic in
red ink?”
Clifford gave me a very strange
look, and all the way home on the
streetcar that night he read the sports
section in silence, occasionally glanc
ing up to stare at me as if I were some
sort of nut.
The Brothers of Mary were so de
lighted to be rid of my person that
they made me the valedictorian, a
gesture they had cause to regret when
I delivered an X-rated speech. I took
at least one of them over the wall with
me. He was a beanstalk-tall and
scarecrow-thin friar with a mordant
sense of Christianity, one Brother
Nunes, a high-speed talker with a
clapped-out sinus that occasioned his
voice to come out his nose with the
pitch and whine of a jet engine.
Brother Nunes was constantly taking

hits off a Vicks Inhaler, a habit he
claimed I drove him to by my didos
on the school paper, which he had the
unwelcome detail of moderating. He
described himself as hounded by the
furies of Irish Catholic teenage jour
nalists manques. My co-conspirator
in driving the good Brother to burn
his black gabardines was Dan O ’Neill
— who in the sixties became the en
fa n t terrible cartoonist at the San
Francisco Chronicle, the creator of

III. EYEBALL

TO

the comic strip Odd Bodkins, syn
dicated in some 300 papers while he
was still in his early twenties. He was
fired at the peak of his popularity for
outrageously inserting Morse code
obscenities and recruiting messages
for the Irish Republican Army in his
strip, and thereafter went under
ground in Belfast, where he drew pro
paganda comic strips for the IRA.
After letting the two of us loose in the
world, Brother Nunes quit.

EYEBALL

t various times during the check

ered decade past I have been
A
called licentious,-profligate, an adven
turer, a sensationalist, a wastrel, a
capitalist guerrilla, a boozer, a corpo
rate wrecker, a degenerate, a wheelerdealer, and a pirate, among other
things.
There exist sufficient grounds for
most of those appellations that they
could be regarded as faint praise unto
the truth, which is that all I am now
or may be considered to be 1 owe to
the Jesuits.
Jesuit college education was a con
tinuing Congress of Wonders, at
times approaching the delirium of a
mushroom sect. One professor spoke
confidentially of untertaking scien
tific experiments in support of the
little-known theory of Justinian that
homosexuality was the cause of earth
quakes. Theology units were earned
by becoming versed in the finer points
of religious etiquette, such as if one’s
gums were bleeding one could swal
low the blood and still receive Com
munion without breaking one’s fast,
but if one cut one’s finger one could
not suck it, finger blood apparently
being of a different theological type
than gum blood. The instruction con
cerning women seemed peculiar even

W ITH THE J ESUITS

in that insensitive time of the
mid-1950’s — women were worthy to
receive Communion on their tongues,
but no other part of their anatomy
could come into contact with the
Host; the rules were different for
men. If a woman lay dying and for
some ungodly reason had to be annointed on the mouth, her lipstick
must be first wiped off or else the
sacrament of Extreme Unction, like
vaccination under the wrong condi
tions, might not take.
Seniors were required to take a
Last Chance course in the Catholic
dos and do nots about sex; when, on
occasion, a married student, as none
others could dare to speak on the sub
ject for fear of scandal, would raise a
practical objection to the explicit in
structions, such as how could a priest
know what gives with sexual fore
play, the answer would invariably
come, in the manner of the Jesuits, in
another question: Did a doctor have
to endure cancer in order to treat it?
Sex seemed to be the only exception
to the general principle of plasticity
characteristic of the Jesuit approach
to moral and religious absolutes.
Their Hard Line on carnality led
them, historically, to some extremes,
such as removing the stairs to
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Madame de Pompadour’s apartment
so as to render more difficult the en
trance of Louis XV to her bedcham
ber, for which, among other pec
cadillos, they were kicked out of
court.
In addition to such mandatory in
structions in theology, the Jesuits in
sisted that their students at the Uni
versity of San Francisco, locally
known by the call letters USF, learn
about “ the warped logic of Lenin.”
This study came under the academic
category of political science, and
everyone was required to take Poli Sci
140: “ The Philosophy, Dynamicsand
Tactics of International Commu
nism.” The text for the course was J.
Edgar Hoover’s Masters o f Deceit,
and the FBI Director was said to be
kindly disposed toward the Jesuit
Fathers for unloading so many
thousands of copies right there in the
USF bookstore.
The ringmaster of Political Science
140 was Raymond T. Feeley, S.J., a
bulldog-faced padre known as the
“ waterfront priest” for his activities
in the 1930’s on the labor-strife-torn
San Francisco docks in the cause of
anti-communism and responsible
Catholic unionism, a phrase some of
Fr. Feeley’s critics translated as
meaning pro-management.
Fr. Feeley was a tough man, said to
have single-handedly tossed several
Reds into the chill waters of the San
Francisco Bay. He stared a good deal
when in the classroom, constantly
peering up and down the rows of
, wooden chairs as if he expected to
find a red herring underneath. He
called the attendance role in a way
that made you feel you should answer
“ Not Guilty” instead of “ Present.”
We took notes from a scratchy re
cording of the “ confession” of Whit
taker Chambers. Our guest pro
fessors included an exiled Russian
Jesuit named Urusov and the visiting
Irish O /n o lic heads of the intelligence units called “ Red Squads” in
metropolitan police departments.
, Fr. Feeley’s lectures ran red with
the blood of bolshevik history. He
established a peculiar sense of
authority by never referring to the
great figures in Russian history by
their common political names, rever
ting instead to their original Russian
names, enunciating each syllable as if
it were one count in an indictment:
Not Stalin, but Jos-if Vis-sar-ionovich Dju-gash-vi-li.
Not Lenin, but Vla-dim-ir lll-ich
Ul-yan-ov.
Those four Ivory Tower years were
therefore spent in a sort of Charlie
Chaplin waltz, learning what 1 was
forced to learn to stay in the place,
then unlearning it from the original
sources. Those academic activities I
carried on in my spare time, most
waking hours being devoted to play
ing with the school newspaper, the
Foghorn, and its necessary corollary
of engaging in guerrilla warfare
against the Jesuits. I had but one eye
so I was excused from the fangs of the
Reserve Officers Training Corps
known otherwise as ROTC. (My left
eye had been blanked out in an auto
mobile accident when I was eight.)
I, nevertheless, received plenty of
military training in actual combat
with the Jesuits.
When you are on the offensive
against them the Jesuits work man to
man rather than employing a zone
defense. The Jesuit assigned to do me
in was the Rev. Francis A. Moore, the
Dean of Students, a tall, suntanned,
cobra-eyed Jesuit with the stock smile
of a hired assassin.
Moore did not like me, possibly be
cause of an unfortunate incident in
Corvallis, Oregon, in 1957 when I
threw up all over him. I was drunk as
only a college freshman can get, wan
dering aimlessly in the bowels of a
basketball stadium, when two sports
men from the rival college asked if I
wanted some creme de menthe; 1
thought that was terrific of them and
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slugged the green substance down,
which turned out to be liquid hand
soap. This inconvenienced a number
of USF rooters shortly after, when I
staggered into the crowded stands
and became violently ill. One of the
unfortunate few within range was the
Dean of Students, who I doubt ever
forgave me that vile cascade of green
slime and vomit down his black back.
He threw the book at me for the
putative crime of being drunk and
disgraceful in a public rooting place.
That was the first — but the only
one that stuck — in a relentless string
of prosecutions and entrapments, the
others of which I somehow escaped in
the cliffhanger tradition of “ Dare
devils of the Red Circle” — a stub
born pin left standing in a 24-hour
Jesuit bowling alley. I survived at
tempted firings, suspensions, and ex
pulsions, and those failing or being
preempted, Jesuit threats and at
tempts to use the lend-lease power of
the civil authorities for the prosecu
tion of various offenses to the com
monweal such as arson. An impartial
observer of this extended combat
once likened the relationship between

tice, having somewhere read that
Gogol used to write in taverns, of
working in bars, a habit of industry
that I have maintained with religious
consistency since. There is little in the
job description of an editor that can
not be accomplished in a good
saloon. Such tasks as reading, think
ing, editing, interviewing, writing,
laying out pages, conferring with col
leagues, and general plotting and in
venting lend themselves to the calm
ing environment of a proper pub,
particularly as opposed to the busy
work, artificality, social climbing,
and general beadledom of an office.
You can be telephoned at a bar if peo
ple must, but the very distance from
an office discourages trivia; and, as
you are escaping the tyranny of your
own institution, you can tell the
bartender to say that you have left; a
professional bartender is an infinitely
more effective liar than the most effi
cient secretary. I have consequently
maintained offices for the necessary
evils that they encompass but have
gone to them as infrequently as possi
ble; over the years I have been the
more productive, if in some dry

“Seniors were required to take a
Last Chance course in the
Catholic dos and do nots about
sex. When a married student
would raise a practical objection,
such as how could a priest know
what gives with sexual foreplay,
the answer would invariably
come, in the manner o f the
Jesuits, in another question:
Did a doctor have to endure
cancer in order to treat it? , ’
the Dean of Students and me as that
of Cardinal Richelieu to D’Artagnan
— but if the truth be told we were
both more Lady de Winter.
The Dean especially held against
me the m atter o f the Jesuit
President’s niece, a flower of Irish
Catholic girlhood whom I dated dur
ing my stormy career as Casey Crime
Photographer at USF, which court
ship Fr. Moore apparently assumed
made it more difficult to whip me at
the pillory lest she get upset; he was
outraged, wrongly considering it a
high card of knavery on my part,
refusing to accept the relationship for
the coincidence of honest affection
that it was. His loathing rose to a new
boiling point on the occasion, in the
midst of an especially dull news week,
when my friend Brennan Newsom
and I burned down a wooden guard
house protecting the entrance to the
campus — all so I would have some
thing to headline in the Foghorn,
which I then edited.
I produced an inflammatory front
page editorial denouncing the ar
sonist as having no respect for private
property and called upon the Dean of
Students to get off his ordained duff,
find the maniac responsible, and
“ root this evil from our midst.” 1
recommended expulsion for the guilty
party. The Dean knew, by intuition
and stool pigeons, that 1 had done it,
but he had no proof; the San Fran
cisco Police arson inspectors only ad
ded fuel to his slow burn when, at his
suggestion, they asked me my where
abouts at the time of the crime, and 1
replied that 1 had spent the night with
the President’s niece.
At the age of 18 I fell into the prac

minds the more notorious, for it.
The Jesuits recklessly struck down
a technical improvement I had
ordered — the installation of a
telephone extension from the uni
versity switchboard to a bar I fre
quented some ten blocks distant. 1
retaliated by sawing up Fr. Moore’s
favorite table, a round rostrum of
golden wood at which he sat in
kangaroo court judgment of truant
students, fashioning from the re
mains a horseshoe-shaped copy desk
for the Foghorn office. I was indig
nant that these black pimpernels of
the Pope would deign to be holier
than thou about my right to drink. I
vowed to spill as much Jesuit liquor
as was humanly possible, and
launched a blitzkrieg against temper
ance by a series of soirees, confer
ences and dinners on campus to
which 1 invited important citizens of
the town whose favor the Jesuits cur
ried, so the Fathers could not but ac
quiesce in the serving of drinks. The
result each time was that the staff of
the student paper got thoroughly
swacked. Such activities led to my
becoming known, in an analogy not
always used in a completely compli
mentary sense, as the Elsa Maxwell of
USF.
The grandest party of all was host
ed at Jesuit expense when I turned the
Foghorn into a daily newspaper. It
was a surprise party for the Jesuits, as
they did not know it was happening. I
had laid cunning plans to make the
paper a daily, keeping them strictly to
myself, as does a prisoner on Devil’s
Island an escape plan. This was a
politic thing to do as even those
minority Jesuits favorably disposed

to me considered me a young Dr.
Strangelove of journalism.
So I secretly wrote an inch-thick
white paper explaining the new daily
publishing schedule in which, in the
sacred tradition of white papers, I ra
tionalized the increased work load as
actually less work for everyone. For
security, I had that classified docu
ment printed and bound at Stanford
University Press and sent the bill to
the Jesuits. I distributed it after dark
to a clandestine gathering of the
newspaper staff a week before D
(daily) Day, all reporters pledging not
to let it fall into any Jesuit hands. I
wrote a press release — “ New Era of
Journalism at USF, Foghorn Be
comes First Catholic College Daily
Newspaper.in U .S.” — and handed it
to the university publicity man with
exact instructions on how to distrib
ute it to the news media. Carl Nolte,
the flack, was'a former Foghorn man
so I thought I could trust him. But he
turned out a journalistic Judas and
sent the press release to the Dean for
approval.
The morning the first edition was
secretly scheduled to go to press I
called Nolte to see if the announce
ment had gone out on time. The flack
admitted that he had shown it to Fr.
Moore, and Fr. Moore had ripped it
up. “ He said you’re not going daily,”
Nolte said. “ He said you didn’t get
permission, and he’s not going to
let you do it, anyway.” I began
screaming in the general direction of
the receiver, banging it on the table
with such fury that the instrument
broke in half and further communica
tion was thereby ended, so I never did
get to tell Nolte what I thought.
When I could walk again, I went
directly to the nearest bar and com
posed a telegram announcing the
daily publication of the Foghorn,
which I sent to every newspaper in the
state. I then sent out another telegram
to various judges and city officials,
prominent alumni, former Foghorn
editors, and a goodly number of San
Francisco reporters who would cross
the Sahara itself for a free drink, in
viting them all to a grand party that
night to celebrate the Foghorn be
coming a daily newspaper. I also in
vited many congressmen and senators
in Washington, who of course would
not come, but I knew someone on
their staff would draft a routine tele
gram of congratulations. I told every
Jesuit with whom I was on speaking
terms to come to a party, neglecting
to say what for.
Fr. Moore walked belatedly into
campus banquet hall that night and
found it as packed as a Breughel
people-scape with drunken newspa
permen, students, Jesuits, San Fran
cisco politicians, and fat cat alumni,
all raising toasts and singing hosan
nas to the grand event of the Foghorn
becoming a daily. Six girls wearing
white tee-shirts with “D A IL Y FOG
H O R N ” emblazoned across the front
— and otherwise skimpily costumed
in the tradition of the old Paris
Herald Tribune newsgirls — were
dancing through the crowd distribut
ing copies fresh off the press of the
next morning’s edition of the Fog
horn, with red headlines across the
top of the front page: “ CITY’S
FOURTH DAILY IS BORN.”
I walked up to Fr. Moore and
handed him two telegrams of con
gratulations — from Vice President
Richard Nixon and Senator John F.
Kennedy. He looked pale and I sug
gested he break his fast and have a
drink.
The next day the San Francisco
newspapers all carried editorials con
gratulating the University of San
Francisco on its great journalistic
leap forward. It was a great victory
for the doctrine of fa it accompli.
Excerpted fro m If You Have A
Lemon, Make Lemonade by permis
sion o f Warren Hinckle, form er
editor o f Ramparts Magazine.
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SEAMAN AND POET
1902-1967

saac Shamsud-Din is close to events

I

that reveal the nature of our soci
ety. As a child he knew the terror of
Vanport in the flood; then a whole
city of the poor was buried under the
brackish Colum bia backw aters;
buried with the complicity of most of
Portland. Vanport and its people
were once valued defense workers. By
’48 they were not needed. Through a
child’s frightened eyes Isaac captured
the event for us in the colors of mem
ory. His work in Smith Center at
Portland State and the Albina Service
Center on Alberta and Vancouver
Avenue does not allow the viewer to
forget the promises that died with
Vanport.
In the sixties Isaac Shamsud-Din
was in the South, in San Francisco, in
Portland. His memory and actions re
flect those times. A civil rights
worker, an educator, a man on the
streets in a time of rage and occasion
al hope. His work records the pain
and excitement of that era. His vision
raises high the pride and grace of his
people. And in the process, Isaac
Shamsud-Din elevates all of hu
manity.
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by Rick Rubin
he C h in o o k , who used t o live

h ere, to ld a sto ry o f a legendary
T
headman. They told it all up and

down the Columbia; there were ver
sions from down around the mouth
of the river, and another up around
The Dalles. The best was probably
the one told by the ClackamasChinook, who lived up that small
river and fished at Oregon City.
The Chinook word for legend
meant “ to remember an account o f.”
Such legends were lesser, newer
stories, not sacred scriptures like the
myths. Legends told of a time long
after the myth age, when the animals
had become just animals, and the
people had arrived.
There are tantalizing rumors that
this story may tell of a real man.
Somebody said he lived a few gener
ations before the Europeans arrived.
They claimed his home was down
river near the mouth, and that the
mother of his son was a Wahlala,
from around Bonneville Dam, or a
Wasco from around The Dalles.
His name, which was a variation of
Tia’p e Xwas Xwas in all the versions,
is said to be untranslatable, but
sounds a lot like “ Big Foot H eron.”
Perhaps this legend would, in time,
have become the Myth of the Great
Blue Heron, that raucous, broad
winged, big-footed native bird of the
lower Columbia and Willamette
rivers.
Those psychoanalytically inclined
may see the story as a classic Oedipus
myth of the overthrow of the father
by his son, whose enormous feet may
symbolize sexual potency. His thirst
for blood might represent the high
cost to the people of suffering a ty
rant. The story seems to teach that
nothing can prevent the eventual
overthrow of such a tyrant, yet in a
curious way it also shows a somehow
peaceful passing on of power by a
father when his son has grown as
large as he has.
Indeed, Lewis and Clark reported
of the Chinook that “ The old man is
not always respected as the head of
the family, that duty most commonly
devolves on one of the young m en.”
The legend shows the former tyrant
dying happy, with his grandsons at
play around him, the exact same im
age that ends the movie The God
father, where Marlon Brando por
trays that powerful man dying after
his grandson shoots him. Tia’pe
Xwas Xwas dies happy and old, freed
of power and responsibility, just
walking around like anyone.
What follows is an only slightly
shortened version of the story, as
close as possible to the formal lan
guage and choppy cadence of Chi
nook storytelling:
TIA’PE XWAS XWAS
They lived there, the headman’s
name was Tia’p e Xwas Xwas, he was
10 feet tall, his feet were 3 feet long,
he could walk on water. He had a
house with five fireplaces, nicely
fixed with fish and animals carved
around on every side. He had 100
wives — 50 beds on one side of the
house, 50 on the other. A short dis
tance to one side he had a house in
which lived 100 slaves.
He never walked. Wherever he
went they would carry him, his slaves
would carry him about. Whenever he
heard of a fine girl he would go and
purchase her. That is the way he did.
At the place where he bought the girl
her kin would make a return gift in
the blood of the animals. He would
take it and drink it, no matter how
much of it there was he would drink it
all, that blood.
His house was full of wives. When
a wife of his would give birth, he
would ask them, “ What did she
bear?” When they told him a male,
he would say to his slaves, “ Kill it.”
They killed it. But if a female, he
would tell them, “ Take good care of
the baby.” And that is what they did.
Illustration by Elaine White

Now then, he heard them say, “ Oh
goodness, a fine girl! Her hair is right
to the ground, it is yellow-brown.”
He told his slaves, “ Take me tomor
row. I am going to buy her.” “ Very
well,” they said.
On the following day they got
ready, they took him along, they laid
him upon his canoe, they went, they
got to the place where the girl’s vil
lage was. The villagers said, “ They
are bringing Tia’p e Xwas Xwas to
come buy the girl.” The next day
then, he gave them her bride price.
Her villagers said, “ Where shall we
find something that has lots of
blood?” Then they sought it. Near
the sea they found a monster. Per

very long, long ones just like his
father. Then she told her son about it.
She said to him, “ We are not staying
here just for nothing.” I came to hide
you from your father. If they had in
formed him that you were a male, he
would have killed you.”
“ Indeed,” he replied to her.
The boy went to the mountains to
seek guardian spirits. He returned, he
told her, “ Mother, the five Thunders
and Lightnings have given me their
strength.” His mother said, “ That is
not enough.” He went again, he came
home the fifth day, he said, “ 1 have
the strength of five bands of Grizzly
Bears.” “ That is not enough.” He
went a third time, he got five bands of

haps a whale. They burned it, they hit
it. They said, “ Now we shall put the
blood in containers.” They filled all
their containers.
They brought the blood to him. He
drank it, he drank up one container.
He set that beside him, he drank
another. He looked, there was still
much blood left. He drank another.
He thought, “ I shall drink it all up.”
No! He could not drink it up! He lay
down. “ H u!” he said, “ I am full
now. Redhair has filled me up!” That
is the way he called his wife from then
on.

Elk, it was not enough. Now she told
him, “ Do not seek power any longer
in the mountains, but seek by the
water.”
He went to the water and got the
power of five Whirlpools. His mother
said, “ That is not enough.” Then he
went for the fifth time, he returned,
he said, “ I have the power of the five
long-legged Water-Spiders. I have
the power of five bands of Yellow
Flies Running on the W ater.” His
mother said, “ This is enough.”
Now, each evening Tia’p e Xwas
Xwas’s slaves poured sand around his
house, they smoothed it flat. The fol
lowing day he would say, “ Look for
footprints in the sand.” They would
go, they would say to him, “ No foot
prints.” “ Very well.”
He would say to Redhair, his favo
rite wife, “ Now loosen your braids.
Walk about for me to see you, Red
hair!” And that is what she would
do. She would loosen her hair and she
would walk about. “ O h!” he would
say to her. “ Now then,” he would
say to his slaves, “ Take me yonder.”
They would carry him, they would lay
him down next to one of his wives.
Now his son thought, “ Supposing I
go see him?” He went. He saw one of
the slaves there, he asked him,

One of his other wives, Nadaiet,
gave birth. The slaves and the wives
said, “ If it is a male, do not inform
him. We shall say to him, ‘a
female.’ ” “ Yes,” they said. Then she
gave birth. He said, “ What is it?”
They told him, “ A female.” “ Very
well.” But she had borne a male
child.
Five days afterward she bathed.
She told him, “ I am going away, I am
going back to my home. The baby
will be bigger before I return.” “ All
right.” But she really went to hide her
son. She went back home, she re
mained there.
Now her son got big. His feet were

“ Where will he be sleeping tonight?”
“ Yes,” the slave replied, “ Tonight he
will sleep at Redhair’s platform .”
“ Indeed.”
His son stayed there. The next eve
ning he went, he entered the house, he
went to where Redhair lay, he lay be
side her. The woman accepted him.
She thought her husband had re
turned. He arose the next day, he
went back home. In the evening he
went again, he got to her forthwith.
He said to her, “ How long before he
will be getting to you?” She replied,
“ Dear, oh dear, he was here shortly
ago, it will not be until he has gone
clear around his wives before he gets
back to me.” “ Indeed,” he said.
Now, that is the way they were do
ing. He would go to her each evening,
in the morning he would go back
home.
Pretty soon then he made his foot
prints visible. He said to one of the
slaves, “ Show him my tracks tomor
row.” “ Very well.” They saw his
tracks, they informed Tia’pe Xwas
Xwas. “ Indeed,” he said, “ Take me.
I shall go see them .”
He stood in a footprint. It was
somewhat longer than his own foot.
Then Tia’p e Xwas Xwas lay down.
He lay down for two days. Then he
rose. “ Oh, I think that woman car
ried away a male child.” He sent five
slaves. “ Go. Go see what she took
when she went away long ago.” Five
slaves went. They reached the place
where the son of Tia’p e Xwas Xwas
was. The son said to them, “ Do not
go back home. Remain here.”
On the following day the headman
said to another five slaves, “ You go
too! Go see where they went to and
did not return from .” They went,
they arrived, they saw the other five
slaves. The son said to them, “ Re
main right here! Do not go back
home!”
He said to one of them, “ Only you
go. He will question you. You will tell
him that I have kept all the slaves.”
He went, he got there. Tia’pe Xwas
Xwas questioned him, “ Where did
they go?” “ Yes. They arrived. Your
son himself kept them at that place.”
“ Really. That is just what I was
thinking.”
Then he said to his people, “ We
shall go tomorrow. We shall fight.”
They took him, they carried him, they
laid him in his canoe. Now they went
in 50 canoes. The people at the son’s
village said, “ Now Tia’p e Xwas
Xwas is on his way here.”
He called out, “ Give me back the
slaves.” They called to him, “ Your
son said no. He will not give them to
you.”
So then they warred and they
fought. Some of his people fled, some
others of them took the son’s side by
doing nothing. His son shot the peo
ple. He hit a canoe and it burst. He
hit another. It burst. He killed Tia’pe
Xwas Xwas's people. The father and
son fought standing on the water,
hand to hand. As the old man’s
strength began to fail, he began to
sink in the water. It would not hold
him up any longer.
He said to him, “ Sure enough. You
are my son! Now you may take every
thing, my name and all. I will not be
like that anymore now.”
So from then on his son became
headman. Now Tia’p e Xwas Xwas
himself had no such wives, no such
slaves anymore. Now he walked
about, no more did they carry him
around. Then those people lived
there, the son was their headman, his
wife was Redhair herself. He had
taken her away from his father. He
said to the other wives, “ If you
choose you may go back.” Now that
is what they did, some of the women
went back to his father.
After some time his wife gave birth
to two sons. Now Tia’pe Xwas Xwas
was old and infirmed. He made ar
rows for his grandsons, and they shot
their grandfather, and after some
time he was dead. Then Tia’pe Xwas
Xw as’s son had many sons.
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By Bill Bakke

What vaiue nave Indian tishing rights
if they are rights tn nothing?
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The salmon and steelhead stocks
that use the spawning tributaries
above McNary Dam on the Columbia
River are now being studied for pos
sible listing as Threatened or Endan
gered species. It is also these fish that >
the Indian tribes rely upon to support
their treaty fishing rights. The sal
mon’s habitat has been altered so that
it is less productive, and the dams on
the Columbia and Snake rivers kill
vast numbers of both the upstream
migrating adults and the juveniles
moving downstream to the sea. The
ancient pathway of the salmon and
their nursery waters have been re
shaped and ruined by development to
a degree that some stocks have been
completely lost and others face ex
tinction. Ed Chaney, a consultant on
Columbia River fishery problems,
says, shaking his head in dismay,
“ Why are people not outraged by
this?”
I have been fortunate to tramp
through the beautiful watersheds of
the Clearwater and Salmon rivers in
Idaho and see the magnificent salmon
and steelhead spawning habitat that
exists there. The Salmon and Clear
water are the last two salmon spawn
ing streams left in Idaho, and consid
erable portions of those watersheds
are now in wilderness protection. The
habitat rests there, productive and
beautiful, unlikely to be changed by
man; it awaits the salmon’s return. A
game warden on the Clearwater told
me that last year he saw two salmon
spawning, and that was at the peak of
the spawning season.
The Indian tribes that have treaty
fishing rights on the Columbia River
fish the great river and its tributaries
above Bonneville Dam. Yet these
rights — granted to the Indians as
sovereign nations by the United ■
States — are rights to nothing if the
salmon disappears. The four Indian
tribes, the Warm Springs, Yakima,
Umatilla, and Nez Perce, are in a
tough position because they rely upon
strong runs of salmon, runs that have
a harvestable surplus that can be safe
ly fished. These tribes constitute the
terminal fishery; that is, as the runs
are now managed, they are the last to
fish the salmon resource, the last to
receive their share.
Sport and commercial fishing at
sea from California to Alaska take
the first slice from the runs as they
mature in the ocean fishing grounds.
Then the in-river fishermen below
Bonneville — gillnet and sport fisher
men — take their share. The sport
and Indian fishermen above Bonne
ville Dam get what is left, which, for
many years now, is very little or noth
ing. Although conservation manage
ment of the salmon begins at the river
mouth, the ocean fishery cannot be
regulated to the extent that certain
stocks are protected. If the runs
entering the river are poor, the in
river fishermen, Indian and non-
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Indian, have to give way to protect
the resource. The Indian Tribes are in
a unique position, fortunately for the
salmon, for without their treaty fish
ing rights there would be no strong
argument — with legal teeth in it —
to get the salmon resource restored in
‘the upper Columbia River Basin. The
tricks of history: the Indians now are
coming to the aid of the salmon
which has for thousands of years sup
ported the Indian way of life.
The Five-Year Plan
In February, 1977, the federal dis
trict court signed into law “ A Plan
for Managing Fisheries on Stocks
Originating from the Columbia River
and its Tributaries above Bonneville
Dam ,” which became known as the
“ Five-Year Plan.” The plan estab
lished a management scheme directed
at providing viable fisheries in the
Columbia River and created formulas
for sharing the salmon wealth be
tween the Indian and non-Indian fish
ermen. When asked how the Indians
feel about the Five-Year Plan today,
a biologist for the tribes said that the
“ Indians have gained nothing; they
have only lost.” He doubts that there
will be any further agreements be
tween the Indians and the states con
cerning salmon allocation on the
Columbia.
It is the opinion of some biologists
that the states knew that they could
not deliver on allocations for spring
chinook to the Indians. The alloca
tion formula for spring chinook is 60
percent for non-Indian fishermen
below Bonneville Dam and 40 percent
for Indian fishermen above the dam
after a spawning escapement of
120,000 is subtracted. The escape
ment goal for spring chinook is
250,000 adults into the river, but the
spring chinook run has been so poor
that no fisheries were allowed in
1975, 1976, 1978 and 1979. The
spring chinook fishery below Bonne
ville Dam is in better shape because
of intensive hatchery rearing on the
Willamette and Cowlitz rivers. Few
spring chinook are reared in hatcher
ies above Bonneville Dam — in spite
of promised compensation for lost
habitat due to dam construction —
and the success in raising these diffi
cult fish is poor. When losses have oc
curred, the states have decided to
compensate, in many instances, by
releasing juvenile salmon below the
dam rather than where the losses have
occurred; for example, The Dalles
and John Day dams. Furthermore, an
accident at a U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service hatchery on the upper Colum
bia last year killed 700 adult spring
chinook from the lowest run in
history.
The summer chinook are unique to
the Columbia River. Their numbers
have been low for so long, however,
that they were not included in the
Five-Year Plan as a target species, but
the Indians are permitted to take

2,000 fish for ceremonial purposes.
The size of the fall chinook fun to
the Columbia River was set at
300,000 fish: 100,000 for spawning
escapement and the rest for harvest.
However, nothing like 300,000 sal
mon have returned to the river since
1976; even the modest goal of 40,000
fish for the fall escapement above
McNary Dam has not been met since
1974. The Pacific Fishery Manage
ment Council, which has jurisdiction
over offshore fishing, has failed to do
its part in implementing the Plan.
The Indian position is that,
“ 300,000 fish were to constitute a
standard, just as the 100,000 spawn
ing escapement for these fish is con
sidered a standard.” The Indian
tribes maintain that, “ The Five-Year
Plan agreement is still in effect and,
therefore, the minimum run size spe
cified for spring chinook (250,000)
and fall chinook (300,000) is still
binding.” The Indian Tribes con
tinue, “ as the run sizes to the Colum
bia have declined — rather than in
creased — from 359,000 in 1976 to
169,000 in 1979, it is questionable
that the PFMC has made good-faith
attempts to comply with sound prin
ciples of resource management, or the
law.”
As the runs decline, it has been the
trend of the management agencies to
scale down the escapement allotments
so that the social and economic pres
sures of the fishery can be met, thus
avoiding economic dislocation among
commercial fishermen. The Indian
Tribes are already economically dis
located, being at the end of the line,
so they are challenging the regula
tions that have been set to accommo
date the ocean fisheries at the expense
of the in-river fishermen and the re
source itself.
One biologist said, “ The intensity
of the ocean interception fisheries
make our worries about genetics and
habitat protection on the spawning
streams seem m oot.” The ocean fish
ery is continuing to grow and is not
. .ocean
adequately regulated, yet,
fishing can only be justified on the
basis that, for most stocks and most
years, the odds are high that harvests
in the ocean will not take those fish
needed for spawning escapements.
The problem in recent years is that
progressively higher ocean fishing
rates have left more and more native
runs without sufficient harvestable
surpluses to support ‘inside’ fisheries
and, in some cases, not even provide
adequate spawning escapement. In
other words, the risks or odds of
‘over-fishing’ occurring in the ocean
have continually escalated.” 1
To use the fall chinook as an exam
ple, data based on hatchery contribu
tion rates indicate that 77 percent of
the total catch of fall chinook occurs
in offshore fisheries. Of that number,
the combined California, Oregon and
Washington troll fisheries take 22.5
percent, sport fisheries take 20.5 per
cent, and the Alaskan and Canadian
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“I f flows are inadequate to move the salmon
downstream, they stop moving and perish
from predation and thermo-pollution. ”
commercial fisheries (ocean) average
34 percent of the catch. On the other
hand, in-river Columbia net fisheries
account for 22 percent of the catch,
and in-river sport fisheries account
for the remaining 1 percent.
It is not my purpose here to drag
the reader through a collage of data
— much of which the biologists are
unable to explain — but to show how
one aspect of salmon management af
fects the Columbia River salmon
stocks, that of ocean harvest. The In
dian Tribes said in 1979 that they no
longer wanted to take their treaty
catch from the spawning escapement.
They maintain that the ocean and in
river fisheries have to be managed so
that there are enough fish to satisfy
the treaty fishing agreements and pro
vide for spawning.
In-River Salmon Problems
The most pressing environmental
problems facing the upriver stocks of
salmon and steelhead are inadequate
passage at the dams and the lack of
adequate flows through the reser
voirs. It has been well documented
through research that dam-related
mortalities for juvenile salmon and
steelhead are 15 percent per dam, but
under some conditions they may go as
high as 30 percent. In 1973, a lowwater year, the estimated loss of juve
nile salmon and steelhead emigrating
from the Snake River was 97 percent.
The cause: in low flow periods the
water goes through the turbines, and
where the water goes so do the
juvenile salmon. To the fish biolo
gists, turbines are known as “ the
grinders.”
Contrary to what some people

might think, the juvenile salmon do
not swim downriver to the sea but are
carried there by the river’s current.
Because the Columbia and Snake
rivers are now dammed into reser
voirs, and since there is increased
water storage in the upper basin, the
river no longer flows as it did when
the salmon were evolving, genetically
fitting themselves to the rhythm of a
natural river. The juvenile salmon
must reach the estuary of the Colum
bia when they are physiologically able
to adjust to salt water. If they are
delayed — and they are delayed by
the slack water reservoirs — they are
unable to adjust to salt water and so
they die.
If, as in 1977, flows are inadequate
to move the salmon downstream, the
juvenile salmon stop moving in the
reservoir behind the dam and perish
from predation and thermo-pollu
tion. It isn’t enough to transport the
fish by barge or truck around the
dams — like in 1977 at Lower Granite
Dam on the Snake River — as some
fishery agencies insist, because in
low-flow years the fish don’t reach
the transportation collection sites.
Consequently, the salmon and steel
head resources on the Columbia and .
Snake rivers will require adequate'
flows at the right time for the fish and
adequate passage facilities around the
dams if they are to be restored to their
former abundance in the upper basin.
However, we are now in a time of
water shortage, for at normal and low
flows there is not enough water to
meet the irrigation, power and fish
needs of the river.
Development of the Columbia
River Basin has gone on, as is usual
for us in America, with each interest
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group trying to maximize its own
benefits, oftentimes at the expense of
others’ benefits, economic or cultu
ral. The concept of multiple-resource
management, ecological planning, or
basinwide watershed planning have
not entered into our everyday deci
sion making. The fishery agencies
came closest to operating with these
concepts, since the whole watershed is
needed to produce a fishery. They
have failed to the extent that politics
shapes biological decisions and to the
degree that the hatchery has displaced
natural salmon production.
Less than 50 percent of the Colum
bia River system that was once avail
able to the salmon is still in produc
tion, and that which remains is pro
ducing below its potential. As the sal
mon and steelhead runs decline, argu
ments for protecting streams become
weaker. There is a constant struggle
to prevent damage to streams from
road construction, logging, overgrazing, urban development and toxic
sprays, but when the fish are no
longer using the streams, those who
want to protect streams have less in
fluence and power.
Competition becomes more intense
when a resource is in short supply. In
creasing the salmon resources of the
Columbia Basin will help to solve
some of the intense user-group wars
now being waged on the river and at
sea. Wilderness has taught us to prac
tice restraint in the way we treat the
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land; we are asked to go lightly out of
respect for the land. The same is true
for the management of a river like the
Columbia. Its complex interrelated
problems require that we all share its
bounty and its shortages; certainly we
must all share in the conservation of
the resources that support our way of
life.
Mr. Chip Greening, executive
director of the Public Power Council,
recently spoke out against fish pro
tection language in the pending
Northwest Power Bill. His statement
illustrates the kind of thinking the
fish are up against. While conceding
that fish runs on the Columbia face
the danger of extinction, Mr. Green
ing warned that the Northwest also
faces a power shortage by the
mid-1980s. He called for a “ transi
tion period” in which fisheries pres
ervation would be phased in (slowly)
even if it were at the risk of some
runs. “ It would be possible,” Green
ing said, “ for the fish to re-establish
themselves once they’ve been run off
the Columbia.”
It is fashionable to make state
ments like that today, for there is a
growing lack of support for environ
mental quality. As a consequence,
when state fish and game agencies
take issue with positions such as Mr.
Greening supports, or become too ac
tive in their attempt to protect the sal
mon streams, development-oriented
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legislators have a habit of attacking
budgets and redefining the laws that
game agencies operated under. A
shell-shocked department of fish and
game without public support will
back down on issues that they think
might cause them trouble. Since they
are the only state agency that stands
between development and preserving
fish and game habitat, the public is
then the loser. It is groups like the In
dian Tribes and a few under-funded
environmental organizations that
have to do all the fighting for the
resource.
The pressures to eliminate the sal
mon resource in the Colurhbia Basin
are very diverse and intense. Bureau
cratic inertia, provincialism, a mis
informed public, and a singular lack
of imagination are contributing to the
decline. User-group wars focus on the
“ other guy” catching the fish and
never prepare the various fishermen
to face the larger problems of water
shortage, passage problems, and .
habitat loss. New coalitions need to
be formed among people that use
water, rivers and fish, if the problems
of the salmon — especially the natu
ral runs of salmon in the Columbia —
are to be solved.
The Indian tribes that have treaty
fishing rights are the last to get a
chance to fish, and they sit in the mid
dle of a vastly altered river. They, and
the salmon, are facing the same fate,
for as the salmon die, so does the In

dian culture. The Indian’s religious
and cultural tie to the salmon puts
him in a unique role with regard to
the preservation of the salmon. He
has a spiritual reason for seeing that
the salmon runs become abundant
and a commercial investment once
again. Because the treaty rights exist,
the federal government is obligated to
protect the fish, which are the foun
dation of the Indian fishing rights.
The treaty fishing rights, however,
are only as secure as the salmon runs,
and they are being studied for en
dangered status. It remains to be seen
if the Indian Tribes are able to be
come politically unified enough to
make an important difference in cur
rent salmon and river management
problems. The four Indian tribes that
have fishing rights on the Columbia
River have formed their own fishery
agency, the Columbia River Inter
Tribal Fish Commission. They have
hired biologists to work with on- and
off-reservation Indians, offering
technical assistance to them while
protecting the upriver runs of salmon
which the Indians depend on. The In
dians can give the salmon back its
future and, for their own sake, they
must.
' “ Final Environmental Impact Statement and
Fishery Management Plan f o r Commercial and
Recreational Salmon Fisheries O ff the Coasts
o f Washington, Oregon and California com
mencing in 1978.” p. 118.
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By Musicmaster
“By the time they’d diagnosed
extent o f ulceration, my stomach had
sent telegrams to surgeons, to catch
flight, to fly in, to remove me im
mediately. ”
Mid-September 1979th we went'to
blockaway Esquire, a No Smoking
Anywhere cinema with goodwill ad
mission fares and lobby ashtrays as
planters.
It’s a great neighborhood movie
house, nearing landmark or tear
down age, and even today it features
state-of-the-art shorts like home-style
reel changing, projection blackouts,
pre-military-school ushers who ask
you if you’d do THAT at home (my
long-ago indiscretion was leaning
against a lobby partition with a shoe

heel touching the wall), popcorn with
enough unpopped kernels for another
batch, and seats which induce rare
and exotic coccygeal strains.
I love the place. It seems to be a
last clean-air, and therefore somehow
decent, proponent of child labor;
half the times I’ve been there, the kid
salivatingly manning the candy coun
ter has been too young, according to
code, to watch the films being shown;
great, I figure, salivation can be pro
voked by many different stimuli. 1
love the place. One needn’t fear skid
ding down the aisles because the floor
is too sticky for any potentially dan
gerous movement past 1 mph snow
shoeing. I mean, were it not for this
place I wouldn’t have this story now;
it is odd that they didn’t usher this
tale into print before me, but it’s that
very restraint, that very 3-moviedom

posture, that very lack of predilection
to curlicue or squander amenities,
which makes me love the place.
Okay. M id-Septem ber 1979th.
Tricka, my fiancee (now wife by first
marriage) and I went to see Rocky II
on its second-run crawl for spare
sentiment. We didn’t go to see it be
cause we like to see dumb people get
beaten up a whole lot before they
finally resign themselves to humbler
and more deserving positions, but be
cause, in truth, our taste hasn’t been
reupholstered in years. ,
You know, it’s embarrassing to
write a true story (though for fact
bending “ journalistic scenarios” we
do have the vogue escape clause of
docu-drama), but that’s what I want
to do here. Sort of stand-up facts. So
please allow me to explain that our
presence at a showing of Rocky II,
however criminal an act that may be,
was not an intentional wrongdoing;
moreover, had we known what would
follow on that fateful night, and that
that what would dater prompt me to
write an article including mention of
the film we’d gone to see, we’d ’ve
surely selected an artsier film.
I prefer to have people think that
whenever we do manage to squeeze in
a movie that it’s a much-heralded
work, of debatable taste, obscure,
foreign-sounding, an in-kilterism cult.
But in this case, instead of snoring
through Battleship Potemkin for the
17th time (note: Battleship Potemkin,
not Potemkin-, one of the neatest
things about this classic — apart from
the maggots getting stagefright on the
rotten rations instead of doing their
rehearsed form ation-num ber and
marching out a spelling of “ Please
don’t eat us” — is the familiarity
with which it’s addressed by film
buffs who call it, high-school-teacherly,
by surname alone), we went to see
Rocky II. I had no idea we’d be
caught.
Now back with a plunge(r) to the
story. Theater population was on the
thin side of sparse, so picking two
perfect seats was a cinch. We were
equidistant from aisles, no hats nor
horns nor, for that matter, people in
front of us. Tricia had brown-bagged
her own popcorn and I, during the
pre-show audio attack of gardening
center orchestralepsy, had purchased
a soda and an oversized Chunky. We
were well positioned and equipped
for a non-athletic cross-country see.
Had the film been a more esoteric
selection, we would’ve been armed

with carrot juice, dirt-wafers, and
nasal spray.
The film began. We laffed, sighed,
oh nearly died. Stallone talked like
my relatives, the coasters, and we had
to nearly, though never at all really
nearly or even almost, roll in the
aisles (hell, they were half a row away).
It was goresville in the American
strain — tender, loving, inventive,
ambitious bloodbathing; boffo buff;
we stared.
About a reel and a half shy of
Rocky Il’s tombstone, the credits, a
gentleman entered our row and sat
down one seat away from Tricia.
Since I wasn’t thoroughly captivated
by the film I let my mind drool and
wonder: 1) why would someone pay
to just see the end of the feature?;
and 2) from a sea of empty seats,
why select one so nearby? I figured,
well: 1) hardcore film fan; and 2) rare
eye disease story (see Shaw’s Rich
Man, Poor Man, page 13), then re
immersed my brain into Gumbyworld.
The movie ended, time for fog state
induced by wearing glasses, re
focusing. I had worn my glasses into
the theater this particular evening by
total fluke; I only wear them for films,
putting them on just before showtime,
and very little else. I slipped them off,
buttoned my sweater, stood up, pock
eted my glasses, and yawned.
Since the late-arrival was still seat
ed, we left the row via its longer stretch
of all empty seats to avoid inconveni
encing him by stepping on his toes;
but when we reached the aisle and
headed towards the lobby, I noticed
that this already puzzling gentleman
had followed us longways out the row
instead of simply heading up the aisle
nearest him. Then, quickly, he was
right behind us, annoyingly close.
Houselights coming up, I was able
to glance at him disparagingly. He
was slightly shorter than me, casually
dressed, blue sweater, jeans, sort of
hairdressered mini-afro in blond, and
had one of those blonde moustaches
which are so pale-skin adaptive that,
no matter how well bred or groomed,
always look like a cleft palate or an
unspeakable series of nose pedicels
from a distance.
The Soup Thickens
My glasses were off, but he was up
close, too close, Aryan blue balls
under fulgent brow. He was either
some pea-brained corporate weed-
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wolf who was going to slyly ask me
for dope, or a slimy jackal-off devi
ant who was going to offer us an
ungodly huge heap of money if he
could film my Chunky in Tricia’s
popcorn. He was behind us like a sub
way rush-hour commuter.
As we reached the doors to the
lobby, 1 wondered whether I should
go to the bathroom here (up a narrow
staircase to a men’s adjacent to above
marquee access) or wait until we got
home (a block and a half away). The
zoomer seemed to be gnawing at our
necks, so 1 decided it would be wiser
to walk Tricia home and brush off
Mr. Aisle-Hog outside.
1 opened the door to the lobby with
my right arm and led, then held,
Tricia with my left as secure protector
and escort. The lobby was abustle,
stares, murmurs, and neck-nods. A
bit unusual, the Esquire not being
that popular as an after-the-film pit
stop, but, as always, I figured that I
didn’t have my glasses on and that in
post-movie limbos I’ve learned to
dismiss peculiar scenes as normal
denoument of eyesight contortions.
We stepped outside and paused to
acclimate; all the lights above the
shut-down box office were glaring. A
cop on the beat was chatting with
someone near the outside poster dis
play.
The blond bongo, who I’d hoped
would just pass by and wander on to
other spatial wars, suddenly grabbed
my right elbow tightly; I turned; he
said some blend of “ Don’t move, do
as I say” ; someone yanked Tricia
from me; I looked to that side; a cop
had pulled her yards away, into the
street, behind a kneeling policeman
who was aiming a rifle at me; two
uniforms materialized from around
the box office and pointed overstatingly strict long-schnozzled pistols at
my belly; cop on the beat had a re
volver directed towards some part of
me, though any part would’ve been
adequately intimidating. Stupid me,
without my indestructible cape; I was
reminded of Tricia’s first words,
neatly articulated at nine months old:
“ Uh oh.”
No cop on beat. No toker-joker.
No kidding. “ Put your hands on your
head.” A classic Godzilla-sized Irish
homicide-hooey appeared, his badge
polished. I put my hands on my head,
causing my unbelted trousers a hip
hanging fight for decency (I spend
the better part of my days hiking up
my oversized pants because such an

activity helps me both into and out of
the devil’s playground, reinforces my
egocentric preference for a non-swimmer’s swim over fashion’s fascistic
falsettoes, and makes me smoke fewer
cigarettes by providing an optional
twiddle for my grubby mitts). I was
nonplussed, but acutely alert to my
trousers’ edgings toward a career in
slapstick.
Blondie frisked me, unpocketed my
eyeglasses. I tried to say something (I
don’t remember what, but probably
something like “ surprise?” or some
thing equally profound) but was told
to just do as told to do in order to re
main okay, so 1 tried not to say some
thing and looked around.
There were people across the street,
across both streets, across to the other
corner, bunches of people watching.
And there were squad cars all over.
Tricia was being gingerly restrained
and interrogated. There were other
law-enforcement agents, back-up
scratchers, fuzzy dots, tagets, gun
nozzles, nightmares, instigators who
should be cuffed and canned. So
much so fast; unlike winning a sweep
stakes and microphones begging your
future, it’s inverted, a prize-catch day
with you as victim, the buck at large
shot down.
They asked me who I was and I
told them who I was and that I lived
only a block and a half away and they
asked me for ID and I told them I
didn’t have any ID (I mean, knowing
who I was, why would I need it?) but
that I could go home and get some.
More bright lights stung my senses
from a TV camera team. I had no
idea what I’d done to create such an
uncommon interest in me, but I sus
pected it must’ve been something a
wee bit wackier than my usual reper
toire of crimes against nature poems
and still-life lives. My mind raced.

a pawn by government agents who
affixed sensitive microfilms to my
briefcase and then couldn’t fin d me
fo r a transfer because we got o f f in
the unpredictable likes o f Bozeman,
but now they’ve caught up with us
and need to arrest me with a cover in
cident in order to later set me up with
a new identity in Hoboken to avoid
possible harm to my loved ones from
alien forces; maybe; maybe; all those
times I liberated all the copies o f the
Atlanta Constitution with my one
slim dime; maybe I said a trademarked
word in vain; I ’ve had unclean
thoughts about produce; I put my
shoe-heel against the lobby partition
an unforgivable second time; I wished
everyone dead and a whole lot o f them
died; I ’ve spat on spit-shined shoes,
I ’ve insulted millionaire Jasniondesigners, I ’ve ignored check-up no

(vrrooommm, vrrooommm; maybe
my nightwalking self blacked out and
killed someone and I just can’t re
member but they’re gonna prove it
and I ’ll have to undergo years o f in
stitutional mashed potatoes and witch
doctor treatments before I can re
member and scream OhMyGod I Did
It I Did It; but at least then I ’ll prob
ably also remember Why I Did It and
bet it’ll’ve been fo r a damn good rea
son, probably because o f an all-stringsattached personality test being handed
to me by an acne-chewing evangelist
downtown; or maybe, during my
travels, I ’ve been unwittingly used as
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tices fro m my optometrist, I ’ve eaten
plants because I couldn’t hear them
talk and say “no, no, please, ” and
I ’ve made fu n o f people behind their
backs because they were funny-looking
without their minds on)
“ Hey, turn off that camera,” said
a plainclothes hand, wrinkled sweep
through my limelight. I thought of
the Woody Allen joke about what
happens if you don’t return your li
brary books. “ It may not be the right
guy.” Irish asked me how tall 1 was
and I told him 1 was 5 feet 10 inches
or thereabouts, but 1 wasn’t sure be
cause of gravity or arrogance, since
my last official measuring in ’69 was
sloppily approximated by a selective
service matron who was too short to
read the gauge properly. The camera
team shut off their lights.
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I started to lower my arms. “ Don’t
make any moves,” I was told, and I
unstarted arm lowerings. Guns stiff
ened as if they’d been caught cooping.
Tricia was talking with a cop behind
the kneeling cannon; she looked like
an accomplice, saying the sorts of
true things which always seem to
elicit responses like, “ Sure, a likely
story.”
A cop studied my face closely, then
looked at a picture. He looked at the
picture and then at my face. Several
times, and closely (they’re apparently
into this territorial infringement busi
ness on all levels); out of fear of
bullet-catching routines, 1 did not
make a syncopated series of funny
faces to accompany his stop-action
detection work.
The identification expert, an ap
parently misplaced modifier who
needed my eyeglasses even more than
I, called over an associate logic

burglar and asked, “ This doesn’t
look like him, does it?” Umpire No. 2
gave a nope. The camera crew split;
no news in betrayed innocence.
“ Okay, you can relax now,” I was
told. Sure. I quit the Simon Says and
hiked up my pants while they showed
me a picture of whom I wasn’t — it
didn’t look anything like me and I
couldn’t believe that they’d been ser
ious; I mean, they were cops, and
should’ve been more than just serious;
they should’ve been equipped with
seeing-eye dogs or at least novelty
X-ray Specs. The asshole being sought
didn’t look anything like me past
beard and moustache (granted, two
size-up characteristics for terminal
nits); every facial feature was com
pletely different. But, 1 was told, the
tip-off had been apparently almost
legit and provoked by two non-facial
characteristics — the theater manager
had called the police because of an

Casual, intimate, and family dining in the comfort
of our bucket seats.
Enjoy fine steaks, seafood, omelettes and
sandwiches. Home-style cookin’ and lots of it at
pre-gas-shortage prices.

Oregonian item which described the
culprit as an eyeglasses-wearer and as
having a taller girlfriend.
Tricia was permitted to leave the
trench and return to my side. Sure
enough, 1 hadn’t noticed earlier, she
had boots on which pipsqueaked my
usual height advantage. And I remem
bered having worn my goddamn eye
glasses into the theater. Glasses which
I hardly wear for any phenomena
other than movies or spectacular
disasters; glasses which even on film
dates don’t perch on my impeccably
unblemished bridge until darkness
falls. But this night I had put them on
at home, a block*and a half away, out
of some never-before-experienced
rationale of letting them go for a ride.
Irish asked us to step inside the
lobby. The artillery was vanishing,
the crowds, with neither amending
excitements to Rocky II not street
zines, began to trundle their liverpilled passions home. Everything had
taken place in a spry span of five
minutes. An interlude of stop-watched
seconds, pulled triggers, and trauma
zones.
We re-entered the lobby, land of
blooming ashtrays, and I wanted to
have a cigarette but I didn’t because
1 could otherwise someday claim
that 1 should’ve. Should’ve, should’ve,
should’ve done. Tricia and I sat down
on what felt like an orangey vinyl
slug with whoopee-cushion implants.
The clean-up cop, big Irish, why he
said that they were sorry, they’d
made a mistake, but someone had
tried to kill a cop and that they’d
gotten this phone call and et cetera
and did 1 feel all right? I said I didn’t
know, to ask me again in an hour
after I’ve had a drink. He/They/
Theater Event said Yeah, have a
drink, Irish, to have a drink and feel
better.
I mumbled that I was glad they
were trying to catch dangerous peo
ple, that we lived a block and a half
away, that I’ve lived in this neighbor
hood for over seven years and never
farther than six blocks from the Es
quire, that I’ve been a conspicuous
neighborly person and Esquire patron,
that I’m a respected artist and busi
ness person in our community, and
that I’ve never thought of killing a
cop, or anyone, for that matter
(Irish waved “ okay” and split) . . .
until now. Ah, what a sense of un
heard humor.
The theater manager, avoiding
hazardous waters, quickly slipped

some slips into my palm before hasty
retreat. Like a no-no allowance from
Grandma.
(I didn’t know who I was, exactly,
eyeballs scoured, brain getting spackled,
tongue tying split-knots, and sitting
there in postpartum shots-shop, and
the thoughts skidding, spitting gravel,
Tricia saying, ‘‘I told them we only
live a block and a half away, ” and I
thought like I ’m so fucking decent or
decently indecent and I wanted a cig
arette but even in fog-zone I remained
stupidly rule-abiding — me in my
unfashionably loose drapery clothing
and uneyeglassed orbits and ju n k 
film feverishly defensive mindmelt
innocence, I mean honest to groin
fidelity and punk but true and rude
but kind or kindling — and I just
wanted to get out that industrial
strength eraser and correct the entire
overly lipsticked smooch o f govern
mental crap and good-citizenship
croppers and every existent thing that
only breathes because it’s supposed
to and who think that because they ’re
supposed to breathe that it’s a big
obligation to smother babies and
thoughts and people who don’t play
adjunct to buck-fucked meconium
ooze. M y mind was awhirl. I f facts
were still things known with certainty,
I was factless. I was washcloth, dishrag, unread supplement. I didn’t
know who I was, but I thought I was
maybe a dirty word candidate or a
gravel-hopeful speck o f dirt or an
unfulfilled migraine)
I looked at the slips, which had
been, like the unarresting arrest which
had just occurred, completely non
solicited but force-fed by snake
handlers and moreover force-fed by
souls who want no feedback past
“ praise be,” and it was not unlike
looking at Biblical tracts that one is
always given outside of Newberry’s
downtown. It was two passes, this
slippery apology, to the Esquire thea
ter, good anytime.
I wanted to get up and corner the
manager and unceremoniously shove
these passes up his clerically non
silenced outward bound program.
But I didn’t.
(These healthy, crime-stopping,
good-sense-prevails people are di
seased by virtues unsung; they’re the
right crowd, the “well, I did the right
thing” crowd, the people who can
chalk o f f harm to others by finding

SW EET R EVENG E
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This has got to be the classiest potata ever.

The
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Portland, Oregon
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ignorance an accessible excuse via
sorrydom, the leaders who yank in
testines to make them beg fo r mercy
as loudly as a bargaining-down stand
o ff in an auction fo r emeralds; they’re
the right crowd, but I ’m, hopefully,
with as much snot as possible, the
More Right crowd, and I sneeze them,
I ’m allergic, I ’m mean to meanness,
I ’m a person whose guilty doings
were too carefully planned fo r price
paying; I ’m all too normal when the
typewriter sleeps, a regular person to
extremes, you know, ju st that item
counter before using express lanes
and that closet litterbug who would
pocket trash before tossing it on the
sidewalk; Goddamn right I ’m proud
— spars and sprites forever and ever
A-fuckin-men)
Okay, frantic fingers passified, I’ll
return to the story. A pass for two. A
payoff, but probably really a ges
ture, another feeble stab. I figured
that two times regular admission
equals $3.50 and for a five-minute
walk-on, completely unrehearsed,
what the hell. I put the apology away
and felt my guilt-riddled eyeglasses
cringe. I was still too movied to real
ize how scared I had been. Tricia said
that one of her thoughts was that we
had gotten into trouble because she’d
brought her own popcorn.
We left the lobby to an unlit mar
quee and empty sidewalks; everyone
had left because I wasn’t someone
else. The squad cars had split and the
guns were cold showering somewhere
and the bunches of people had gone
their ways because I wasn’t an any
body anymore in terms of viewable
drama. We walked towards the Love
joy Market to get a quart of beer be
cause I wanted, as per Dr. Trust’s
words of wisdom, “ give , the shit
something to float in.” I felt molested
and rabid and wrung out, an I LOVE
OREGON T-shirt without erectnipple Braille but with soggy groggy
erosion of every thread.
A guy came up to us and said he’d
called the camera crew because he’d
seen the forces gather and strategic
ally position themselves over 30 min,utes before the show was scheduled to
end. That people had begun to watch
and wait. That things looked weird.
That he felt the presence of media
might keep police behavior in line. I
was too shuffled to stack a correct
thank you; “ H uh,” I huh-ed.
Tricia wondered why the police
hadn’t apologized in front of every

one. She felt that, immediately upon
seeing their error, they should’ve
slapped their brows, groaned, and
turned to all bystanders with sheepish
mumbles and shrugs.
We bought a quart of beer and
faded into the night.
In following weeks we had to hear
everyone’s arrest&trial story when
ever the incident was mentioned. I
hate arrest&trial stories and have long
ago promised never to tell mine again
(tales of southern nights) because,
heck and gosh, we’ve all experienced
life’s little lousy lunges and there’s
joke-swap fever that comes with the
recountings which 1 find depressing.
But we sat through a new series of
such ballads whenever the bout with
Rocky II came up. I kept trying to
inject what 1 felt were critical points
about our no-arrest&no-trial story
and th at’s what I’ll do here to tidy up:
1. There was no arrest; and though
I certainly had grounds for initiating
repercussions, I didn’t feel the police
had done anything wrong in intent to
apprehend a dangerous person instead
of doing the sorts of goofball gadabouting which seem to create all
those aforementioned arrest&trial
stories from the same synthetic weft;
the fact that they ended up with me
instead of a dangerous person was
probably as distressing to them as it
was to us.
2. Objects and coincidences are
mighty pawns; the tip-off here came
down to a reliance on someone’s
junior-crime-stopper detections of
eyeglasses and a height difference
which could’ve been easily dismissed
with a bother to check for boots (1
understand many people own these
*
things).
3. What if I’d gone to the bath
room inside the theater, up that nar
row staircase to marquee-access?
What if I’d angrily turned to Blondie,
whose behavior surely warranted re
proach, and told him, inside the
theater, to drop dead? What if I
fumbled through Tricia’s purse in the
lobby for a mint? What if I’d been
merely frightened and not shocked by
the reception committee and respond
ed to them with a fair-play attitude of
abusive challenges and active gesticu
lations? Could I have been shot?
Did I blow my chance at martyrdom?
What if I’d urgently hiked up my
pants to a more secure level out of
embarrassment caused by the atten
tion? I think I was luckily so-normal
enough to have avoided doing any

natural thing, because any one of
them could’ve voided my pass; as
those bumper-brains say, “ when guns
are outlawed, only outlaws will have
guns” ; well, shit, maybe they’ll need
them.
4. I hope that in heaven we’ll be
told that it was the popcorn, an old
god joke.
5. Old Irish should’ve bought me
that quart of beer and hung around
and told me how many stories there
really are in the Naked City and what
a life it’s been.
And now, in deliberate retrospec
tion for sake of muffling further
tirades and puss-blottings, I’ve told
my story. As the great humorist said,
“ It is written.” It is fragile material
at best but meant well; a cautionary
tale that shouldn’t make going to a
film yet another feed for paranoia,
but should at least make it clear that
going to a film is a type of escapism
that can spark subsequent capture. If
I’ve been at all malicious herein, I
hasten to inform the reader that it
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for reprieve.
“ in Decatur, red-haired lanky, led
dorm vespers, had unthinkable
skills in palm, he was frat city,
upperclassman, and dead dead
serious quad mom; in a criminology
class, topics afloat in an eager
eyed innocence, he called to be
called and he stood and he spoke
and he spoke: ‘anyone who gets in
trouble with the law deserves it,
even if he didn’t do what it was
that he was caught for, or even
convicted for, deserves it, because
we’ve all been guilty sometime,
somewhere, we’ve all paved the
path and paved the path past-a case
at hand and we’ve been guilty and
God knows, God knows that, and
that’s a right too right for you to
see but that’s a fact and evidence
and stories and alibis and particu
lar innocences have nothing, not a
solitary thing, to do with it. . . . ’ ”
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CLINTON STREET THEATRE
A COLLECTIVELY RUN THEATRE
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April 30-May 6
Weekend
I Am Curious (Yellow)

7:00
9:00

May 7-13
The Harder They Come 7:00 & 10:50
8:50
Quadrophenia

The Year Was 1964, and The Battle
Was Just Beginning!

May 14-20
Annie Hall
6:45 & 10:00
Everything About Sex
8:25

THE WHO FILMS PRESENT
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everything you
always wanted
to know about

sex
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Coming Soon
The Rose &
The Buddy Holly Story
Apocalypse Now,
Electric Horseman
My Brilliant Career

The Clinton Street Gallery features monthly shows of works by local photographers and artists. If
you have work that you would like to exhibit, call Jerri, Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday evenings at 238-8899.

A MULTI-MEDIA BARGAIN!
$5 gets you $7.50! Take out a year's subscription to The Clinton St. Quarterly and receive five
passes to the theater. Come up to 26th and Clinton. Enjoy some fresh popcorn and apple cider
with the best movies in town. At the same time, your five dollars will go towards sustaining
Portland's finest writers and artists as they provide the Rose City with an exciting and unusual
brand of journalism.
Send me your extravagant multi-media bargain! Enclosed find my five bucks.

।

N a m e ______________________________________ _ _ ___________________________________
A d d re ss___________________________________________________________________
_________________________________Z ip ______________________
Mail this coupon and your scratch to:
The CSQ Bargain
2522 S.E. Clinton
Portland, OR 97202
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THIRD BIG YEAR
Every Fri. & Sat.
12 Midnight
Every Sunday
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The recent Blazer trades
recall the William
Westmoreland school o f
destroying a village in order
to save it, and the press has
failed to understand the
essential nature o f this folly.
By Lenny Dee

The recent Blazer trades recall the
William Westmoreland school of
destroying a village in order to save
it. The wasting of the locals has
activated the normally complacent
pro-management press into a series
of half-hearted screeds that attempt
to fix the blame for the Blazer demise.
The press’s beeblings have failed to
come to grips with the essential
nature of the Blazer follies: the
team’s lack of a dominating center.
Since Bill Russell was a raw rookie
in 1956, only the Rick Barry-led
Golden State Warriors of ’75 have
won an NBA championship without
an All-Star center. The man in the
hole is the axis on which the round
ball turns. The pre-eminence of
teams led by the likes of Chamberlain,
Reed, Russell, Cowens and Jabbar is
no accident. No matter how solid you
might be at the other four positions
— without a strong pivotman you
can just kiss your championship
chances bye bye. For years, Oscar
Robertson and Jerry Lucas led a fine
Cincinnati team into oblivion when
their block of granite, Wayne Embry,
came up against some TNT called Bill
Russell. Today you can look at
Milwaukee’s turnaround since ac
quiring Bob Lanier to see the crucial
importance of the position.
Unfortunately.for Blazer fans, in
Tom Owens we are blessed with a
fine-shooting toothpick for a center.
Unless something is done forthwith
he will lead Portland down the trail
of mediocrity. The Golden State
draft pick (either this year’s or next)
might have been the antidote for an
ailing fran ch ise. The pathetic
Warriors — who don’t even have
eight players worth protecting in the
upcoming expansion draft — will
surely be one of the worst teams in
the league for a long time to come.
One of the top two or three collegians
of this year or next might have been
able to turn the Blazers around.
Instead, they will do it for New
Jersey. As all half-decent centers are
snatched up tout de suite, the chances
of the Blazers finding help for their
weak middle are small.
What makes the Lucas trade espe
cially hard to understand is George
Pasero’s claim in the Oregon Journal
that the Blazer management became
disillusioned with Luke during his
mediocre p lay o ff series against
Pheonix. Yet Owens was pathetic

against Alvin Adams and had to yield
to the inexperienced rookie Clemon
Johnson on too many occasions. In
the three games against Phoenix,
while averaging 11 points apiece,
Luke out-rebounded Owens 32 to 19
and dished off 18 assists while Owens
had only five.
Clearly if the Blazers are going to
get disillusioned, T.O. would be the
one to jilt. Though an excellent
shooter, Tom just doesn’t create the
defensive presence — through re
bounding, blocked shots and intimi
dation — necessary for a contending
ball club. He is just not in the class of
Jabbar, Sikma, Cowens, Lanier, etc.
He is also not uppity, doesn’t com
plain and is content to have a regular
job. Lucas, on the other hand, just
happens to be arguably the top power
forward in the game.
If lack of performance was the
criteria for Lucas’ and Hollins’ dis
missal, what of Bobby Gross? He
ju st received com pensation for
bravery in the line of duty, but, in all
fairness, he is just not up to snuff
anymore. Maybe a trade to San
Diego to be united with Big Bill
would revive his career, and we could
get some outside shooting from
Freeman Williams in return. What of
battered Dave Twardzik, who con
stantly appears to be playing in pain
and has talked of retiring before
becoming a cripple? Why wasn’t he
put on the open market like the
Train? Could Hollins’ outspoken
comments in the beginning of the
season have something to do with his
removal? After Hollins destroyed the
Blazers with 25 recently, Ramsay was
quoted as saying that if he played like
that for us we wouldn’t have traded
him. Well, why couldn’t Ramsey
draw that kind of performance out of
Lionel?
In essence, the Blazers’ anxiety to
trade Lucas and Hollins left them
easy pickin’s for the NBA vultures.
Everyone in the league knew how
anxious Portland was to get rid of
Luke and Lionel; so of course their
market value went down. A little
patience would have brought better
results. Our crystal ball peek at the
draft tells us that Natt went for Lucas
plus the equivalent of Purdue’s Billy
Joe Carroll and Washington State’s
Don Collins, a front line that’ll do in
the Blazers 9 times out of 10. Oh
well...even if they kept the Golden
State pick, it would probably be
wasted on LaRue Who of Wabash U.

-KA FAN’S N O T E S *
Blazer Myth

Blazer Reality

A s seen by management, true blue
fans and the press.

A s seen by the average basketball
fan.

Tom Owens — With proper backup,
one of the top centers in the league.
Can score against anyone, making up
for minor deficiencies in rest of his
game.

Only scores because of lackadaisical
defense by other centers who think he
looks like an escapee from a con
centration camp. C an’t rebound,
pass, play defense or block shots. A
good ole boy.

Mychal Thompson — One of the best
young players in the league.

The best young player with three
screws in his leg.

Kermit Washington — At the top of
the league’s power forwards — good
shooter — over 50% — excellent re
bounder and defensive forward. A
cornerstone of the club.

Shoots 70% from inside 5 ft. 30%
from further out. Never looks to
basket in key situation, enabling
defender to double team. Plays good
D, however gets outmuscled by
Lucas, Hayes, etc.

Dave Twardzik — Good little ball
player.

Good little ball player who’s close to
being permanently disabled.

Bob Gross — We paid him a lot of
money for a few little injections.

Should be traded to San Diego to join
the other cortisone kid.

Ron Brewer — Great leaper and
shooter. Good defense, adequate
ballhandler, potential all-star. A
cornerstone of the club.

Great 10 ft. baseline shot. Seems to
be going up when his man is coming
down. Shoots going left 90% of the
time and has never dribbled the
length of court in his life. Will play
better with club who can get him ball
in his spot. Winner of the Why
D idn’t We Draft Reggie Theus
Award. A gravestone of the club.

Kevin Kunnert — Best back-up center
in the league.

Best back-up center with a crippling
knee injury.

Calvin Natt — A super star.

A good small forward but not any
better than Julius Erving, Marques
Johnson, Walter Davis, Larry Bird,
Andrian Dantley, Bobby Dandridge,
Scott Wedman, John Drew, or Jamal
Wilkes.

Jim Paxson — A good young Geoff

Blurry vision around the basket —
Petrie could shoot 40% in a wheel
chair. Has been faked out of his
shorts so often the trainer brings
extra shorts to the games.

Petrie. Sees the court well, but needs
to work on defense. Confidence will
improve 40% shooting.
Jim Brewer — A good back up power

forward.

One of a kind: The kind no other
team wants.

Abdul Jeelani — Good shooter —
needs to work on rest of game.

One of few Blazers who can put the
ball in the net with a hand in their
face. His shooting 52% from further
than 5 feet runs contrary to team
philosophy.

T.R. Dunn — Plays within limitations.

When the Blazers win he usually has
something to do with it. His playing
time resembles a ride on a roller
coaster.

Needs to be more aggressive.

Billy Ray Bates — Raw talent that
needs to be refined into the Ramsey
system. A lot cheaper than Lionel
Hollins.

Will fit into Ramsay system when he
gives up offensive aggressiveness.
Scored 14 points in 4th quarter one
night — didn’t play the next. Playing
like gangbusters. Will ask to renego
tiate and be shipped to Dallas for
Too Tall Jones.

Stu Inman — Best general manager
in league.

Follows management dictum of “ Get
me good cheap ballplayers, preferably
white.’’

Jack Ramsay — Best coach in the

In a game that is essentially improvi
sational, he likes people who play the
charts.

league.
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(small-press notes and literary info)
If you’re all wet and don’t know
what’s going on in literary circles in
P-land, read this column for clues.
Just whistle. I intend to be excessive.
Blowing on a whistle full of water,
gurgling and spluttering.. . .
“ I have burnt myself out too long
in this city / I am a voice in the wil
derness / a poet / proclaimed a crimi
nal of society / let my deeds inspire
the young to come / and light a torch
in these dark wastes. . . ” Jack Miche
line, a great American poet, NYC
1965. Slavic wandering free spirit,
booming driving reading v o ic e ....
(Send for collected poems, North o f
Manhattan, Man Root Press, Box
982, South S.F. 94080. Send $5.95
you got it! 240 pages of a master.)
People don’t rust their intellects in
Oregon. They drown them in corpo
rate sales-pitch pap like the Town
downer and in rivers of pukewarm
TV. TV short-circuits the aura — an
electronic lobotomy — an addiction
to the robot-bionic-computerized
21st-century tyranny abuilding.
Check out Gay Sunshine, at Look
ing Glass Bookstore. Gay Sunshine is
one of best American literary mags!
Long interviews (Duncan, Isher
wood, Ginsberg, Genet, etc.),'kinky,
intellectual, scholarly. (For example,
A Lover's Cock, by Rimbaud/Verlaine is published by Gay Sunshine
Press.) American Poetry Review in
comparison sucks! If I have to read
another turgid essay about so-called
teaching poetry to elementary kids,
I’ll break! Poetry is an adult activity
like cunnilingus. Did I spell it right?
The academics screwed up Ameri
can poetry. Too dry. Too clever.
T hat’s what W.C. Williams said
about T.S. Eliot. Eliot fouled up
American poetry by Britishizing it.
The Iowa School of Poets. Terrible,
thousands of graduate school imita
tors with no real-life exp. Just book
exp. American Poetry Review is
awful, abominable. Hardly a good
poem in it — except in trans. The sen
sibility is so serious. Too many poets
lack a sense of humor: T hat’s why
they blow out their brains or stick
their heads in gas ovens. Poor Sylvia
Plath!
W hat’s happening locally? Missis
sippi Mud. Congratulations, Joel
Weinstein! (He designs The Clinton
St. Q.)
Copies are at The Catbird Seat or
The Looking Glass bookstores. Best
for small-press stuff. The Looking
Glass (curses on City Council) will be
smashed by Cadillac-Fairview Philis
tines . . . unless the lawsuit can save
farmers’ market, Dave’s Deli, gay
cruising blocks, et al. The sweet,
crab-infested midriff of downtown,
next to the arcade, Peter’s Inn, sand
wiched between the Greyhound bus
depot and the sleazy yellow-front
bookstores. God love ’em! All good
art and lit is steamy, funky, partly
porno, at least sensual.
Lawrence Ferlinghetti read at the
NW Service Center on March 22,
sponsored by the Portland Poetry

Festival. Where do they find the oldtimers? (Kenneth Rexroth several
years ago.) Coney Island o f the M ind
was a good book. I’ll never forget at
the Fillmore (what era?) Voznesensky
booming out in Russian; and whiny
nasal bald-pate Lawrence wimping in
English after. That was between sets
of the Jefferson Airplane . . . and
hipsters had dropped pharmaceutical
Sandoz LSD. Those were the days,
my friend! (This column sounds like
Gene Detro. Where are you, bro?) I
didn’t dare.
Three cheers for Ferlinghetti! Let’s
have more readings in the amazing,
curved and vaulted NW Service
Center auditorium. The mellow spir
ituality of the old Christian Science
building prevails. And the mellow,
witty, deadpan, slapstick style — with
lots of allusions to time — of the poet
himself was touching, generous,
civilized. He’s a good ole trouper!
Actually, the Beats had something
— a sense of humor, playfulness, free
love, political commentary, cryptic
erudition. And F. personifies them —
the cracking voice, the San Fran
sophistication. It was a benediction
of hipster culture. B.J. Seymour
taped it for “ A Spell of Word
Sound,” her regular 6 p.m. Sunday
poetry program on KOAP FM.
If a poet can’t be extravagant, or
offensive, what’s left? There is too
much controlling middle-class sensi
bility castrating everything. Even the
little buds of spring wince at vinyl
raincoats. “ Go fuck yourself with
your atom bomb!” Allen Ginsberg
said it best ca. 1963? He still says it
with “ Plutonium Ode” poem on
tape. KBOO 90.7 FM plays tapes of
Ginsberg, Bly, Kesey, Ann Waldman,
others .. . local poets. The Talking
Earth, Mondays 9:15. In April, trib
utes for Mary Barnard and Willis
Eberman.

Mary Barnard’s Collected Poems is
available locally, published by Breitenbush Press. She is a fine North
west poet, Sappho scholar. Seventyone years old, she lives in Vancouver,
Wash., and deserves very much
recognition.
Mr. Cogito magazine is the other
imp. local poetry mag. It looks like a
menu, publishes many translations —

needs good American poetry sub
mitted. Send a buck to: Mr. Cogito,
Box 627, Pacific Univ., Forest Grove,
OR 97116. The editors, Bob Davies
and John Gogol, have contributed
much to the poetry scene, as well as
having published their own work.
Bob Davies’ Timber, poems of an
abandoned logging town, is a classic
of Northwest regionalism. It com
pares favorably with Stafford or
Snyder! Price $2.50 from Mr. Cogito
Press. (If you like Oregon, get this
book.) John Gogol is a superb trans
lator, expert on NW Indian art and
culture. His Native American Words
is a gem ($1).
What is Spit in the Ocean ! It is Ken
Kesey and merry pranksters’ lit mag
from Pleasant Hill. Six issues. With
the “ Neal Cassady” issue coming,
edited by Ken Babbs. Babbs is
Kesey’s sidekick, a fine short-story
writer and solid editor. The guys and
gals have done a tremendous job with
this small-press effort! Send for a
copy. All are. $3.50 except Cassady
issue, $5. (SPIT, 85829 Ridgeway
Rd., Pleasant Hill, OR 97401.) For
example, Kesey’s trip to the great
pyramid in Egypt, Spit 5. Good writ
ing and photos. Or Spit 3, edjted by
Dr. Timothy Leary, “ Communica
tion with Higher Intelligence.”
UFOs, cyrology — a fascinating
issue. (Leary will do stand-up comedy
at The Earth April 21.)
They call the Cassady issue “ A Spit
Spectacular.” It is a memorial issue
celebrating the legendary Beat hero
Neal Cassady. Featuring writing by
Kesey, Babbs, Mountain Girl, Bur
roughs, Wavy Gravy, Ed McClana
han, Ginsberg, Corso, Orlovsky, etc.
A collectors’ item! I’d send for it
right now.
On Thursday mornings on KBOO
listen to Don Manning’s Jazz Pro
gram — Charlie Parker — all the
greats from NYC in the ’40s and ’50s.
He reads some Kerouac. The sweetest
sincerest teachingest jazz program in
the U.S.
Have you ever gone to a real-live
poetry reading in a tavern? Get drunk
and rave on Tuesday nights The Long
Goodbye. Sunday nights The Choco
late Moose. Mondays The Earth.
(Tom Cassidy, Musicmaster and Im-

possibilist, hosts this one.) Listen to
awful-mediocre-great poets rectalize
the American language.
Wet your whistle at a tavern reading.
Some wonderful moments have
transpired at tavern readings! Hit or
miss. Poets such as Katherine Dunn,
Jay Rothbell, Marjorie, John Shirley,
Marty Christensen, myself — many
others — have performed their guts
out on gloomy rainy nights. Portland
has a tremendous history of good
local performing poets. Names like
John Bartels, Ed Edmo, H. Holmes,
M. Wilson, Tom Cassidy, Kay Reid,
Francisco Ybarra . . . . On and on. In
the dark night of American culture.
Dick Bakken. We were there. Doing
our job. Doug Spangle. A Mutual
Admiration Society. And a lot of the
academic poets didn’t have — and
still don’t — guts enough to join us.
They call us “ street poets.” Horse
shit! We create the legends, and they
get paid. Off.
Why mention the academics? Oh,
well . . . . The Portland Review this
year is a translation issue, 55 coun
tries, 504 pages. Quite a job! Due at
the Portland State Bookstore, about
May 1, price $5.95.
A personal note: John Shirley
leaves for NYC! Sci-fi writer, poet,
punk performer (his band SadoNation) will work for Heavy Metal
Comix. He is sci-fi novelist, Transmaniacon and Dracula in Love of
Zebra books. The Portland “ artist
drain” continues. Portland doesn’t
treat its local “ geniuses” well, does
it?
Marty Christensen in San Luis
Obispo. Marjorie in Nepal. Bartels in
Eugene. Where’s Mike Marsh? Or
Marshall Bump? Some Oregon pud
dlejumper coughed up a green lunger,
the size of an oyster, at the steps
leading to Sam bo’s. Which made me
consider. Is there more brain damage
in Oregon, due to the moisture?!
Why are Portland citizens so god
awful illiterate? For ten bucks — if
you had a brain or a heart — you
could spend it on any of the above
small-press works.
I’m growing sentimental . . . over
you. All of you. How many — a
handful? — can honestly say they
miss the Portland-Astoria poet Marty
Christensen? He and I would paranoidly rave about the infamous Port
land Poetry Festival conspiracy.
MAC and CETA nepotism . . . .
Dissect the pimples of the local art
and poetry mafia. Great fun. 1 miss
the poor bastard. He’ll die of sun
burn! His sharp insight directed at
me: “ Premature ejaculation repre
sents an expression of contempt for
your sexual partner.” Author of My
Flashlight Was Attacked By Bats and
Dying in the Provinces. Let’s let him
have the last words. Well, almost.
“never to have learned / about the
muse at all / strange / how that
thought amuses me. ” The rain is
tears my windshield wiper swipes off.
Tears of the world. (Old pond. Frog
jump-in. Water sound.) Basho? Yes.
Who’d you guess?

Old Town Optics
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By Steven E. Cahill
Making a successful record re
quires more than musical talent — it
takes money, sophisticated recording
equipment, and experienced sound
engineers.
In addition, promotion, radio air
play and record distribution are
necessary to ensure strong record
sales.
The music industry is a multi-bil
lion-dollar business in America, yet
national record companies are in
creasingly cautious to sign new “ un
proven” acts because money is tight
and record sales are dropping. Also,
critics say that corporate record com
panies care less that the music is good
or artful — they’re iriterested in sell
ing a product, and lots of it.
In response, more and more
Portland-area musicians are ambi
tiously taking matters into their own
hands by producing and recording
their own records locally.
“ There are definitely more local ar
tists making records,” comments Jay

Webster, manager of Recording
Associates in Portland. “ It’s a viable
alternative and a positive step for ar
tists who believe in themselves.”
Most regional artists interviewed
agree.
“ We considered several good rea
sons for making our own album
locally,” explains bassist Michael
Kearsey of Upepo, who produced
that band’s first album, International
Ties. “ We’ve worked around this
area for a long time and we know
we’ve got a lot of fans who will buy
our records. We haven’t been able to
get the attention of a national record
company, and maybe putting out our
own album will help.
“ Also, a record is an effective pro
motional device and gives the band
some prestige,” Kearsey adds. “ We
expect to do most of the promotional
work ourselves, and we’re optimistic
that we’ll sell successfully.”
Recorded at Desitrek Recording
Studio on the Nebula Circle record
label. International Ties was released
in March.
A

People’s Food Store
CO-OP

Organically Grown
Produce, Nuts, Grains
Garden Seeds
Raw Milk, Fertile Eggs
Spices, Tofu, Miso
Freshly ground
Peanut Butter

OPEN

“ Making an album is clearly an ad
vantage for musicians seriously build
ing careers,” confirms Desitrek’s
Doug Durbrow, .sound engineer for
Upepo’s album. “ A ''record lends
status to an act and puts artists in a
better bargaining position with na
tional recording companies.” Dur
brow speculates that because the na
tional economy is unstable, record
companies may be “ more inclined”
to buy locally recorded, well-pro
duced master tapes.
“ In the recording function alone,
artists progress,” he adds. “ They
learn to analyze their sound, make it
better and do it more efficiently.”
“ On a local level, producing an al
bum is not generally a big money
making venture,” suggests Bryan
Cole Darby, leader of Everything’s

Jake, a Portland group which recent
ly recorded its first album at Sound
Smith Studios in Portland. “ Al
though we sold 1,000 albums in the
two weeks following release, an im
pressive number for a local band, we
still don't Expect to make much
money when all the costs are figured
up. Still, the album is getting us some
recognition, and it’s a great way to
present our act to booking agencies,
club managers and big record com
panies.”
“ Portland recording studios are
mostly second rate, and most engi
neers are not real experienced,” says
Jeff Lorber, a national recording ar
tist who made his first album locally.
“ But that’s only logical to assume,
since this region doesn’t have the big
money and super-technology of areas
like L.A. and New York.”
Lorber made his first album, The
J e ff Lorber Fusion, at Ripcord
Studios in Vancouver, Wash., for
“ about SI ,000 and the keys to my ’64

UNITED FRONT
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Ford Cortina.” In 1979 he signed
with Arista Records and recorded
Water Sign, which sold nearly
.100,000 copies nationally.
“ I consider myself fortunate to
have gotten as far as 1 have, based in
this area,” continues Lorber. “ Ex
ceptional personnel is hard to find,

there is a variety of adequate studios
locally which are designed to meet
different budgets and needs.”
“ A few years ago, there was a big
difference between studios in Port
land and L.A., but now the equip
ment is getting better and the engi
neers are more skilled,” says Allan
Wachs, a Portland musician who re
corded his album of original music,
entitled, Mountain Roads and City
Streets, in Los Angeles in 1979.
Roger Sause, leader of the group
Shock, likes the “ relaxed atm o
sphere” he finds recording locally.
“ We care about making our record
INTERNATIONAL TIES

■............. .. ........................... - . ,
no local booking agencies book na
tionally, and the music business is
just not concentrated here. It’s damn
hard to make connections. About the
only advantage living in Portland is
that local clubs, to a pretty good ex
tent, support live original music.”
Conversely, Jay Webster stresses
the advantages of making a record
locally. “ 1 think Portland facilities
can cover 95 percent of the recording
capabilities of million-dollar studios
in L.A. or New York,” he states.
“ There’s no doubt in my mind that
Portland studios can create hits.”
“ There are several important con
siderations that affect sound quali
ty,” adds Bob Stoutenburg, also an
engineer at Recording Associates.
“ How much money an artist can
spend making a record determines a
lot. Also, the personal attention.an
artist receives is im portant.”
Kevin Mullay, a Portland rock
musician who plans to release an
album of original music in the near
future, illustrates a similar point of
view. “ I was paying $120 an hour for
studio time in Seattle, plus making
1 the drive up there on weekends to
record,” he relates. “ But Heart was
in one studio next io me and Elton
John was in the o th e r.. .and since 1
was nobody special, I received very
little personal attention or support.
“ After spending nearly $10,000, 1
checked out Desitrek here in Portland
and found the sound quality to be
just as good and the personal atten
tion far belter,” Mullay continues.
“ A local recording situation is real
suitable for m e?’
Bob Jeniker, producer of the
Wipe rs’ first album and founder of
Park Avenue Records, comments,
“ Despite some technical limitations,

UPEPO

ing sessions the best possible,” h
says. ‘‘We can easily do without pres
sure situations one finds in the larger
recording capitals.”
Recorded at Desitrek, Electrophonic Funk is Shock’s first album
and is slated for a March release.
The cost of making an album de
pends on several main factors.
Recording time is the most variable.
“ If a group is prepared and efficient,
they can save a couple thousand
dollars right off the top,” estimates
Jay Webster. “ The complexity of the
material being recorded is also re
flected in the studio cost.”
“ Some musicians, particularly
those inexperienced in studio record
ing, will try so hard to get everything
exactly right that they’ll lose the
energy they want in the recording,”
adds Greg Smith, sound engineer at
Sound Smith Studio. “ Also, some
performers will overdub a lot, and
that takes extra time and increases
cost.”
In addition to recording costs, the
process of “ pressing” — transferring
the recording from tape to vinyl —
poses a major expense. Artwork and
printing for the record covers are also
costly items.
While recording time rates vary
from studio to studio, pressing and
cover cost charges appear to be more
'regular. Most Portland studios offer
an approximate pressing charge of
$2,000 for 1,000 albums or $450 of
1,000 singles, depending upon the
cost of cover printing. Since there are
no large pressing plants in Portland,
records are processed in other loca

tions.
Although total costs vary, the aver
age locally made album rarely exceeds
$5,000, a regional record maker says.
He adds that albums recorded by
popular national acts frequently cost
over $100,000 to make.
After a record is completed, it has
to be vigorously marketed to sell suc
cessfully. While some local record
distributors will assist, most artists
with records to sell say they do most
of the marketing work themselves.
Paul Chasman, a Portland guitarist
who is putting final touches on his
second album. Modern Art, recorded
at Rex Studios, prefers to direct his
own marketing procedure. “ I go to
the record stores to make sure my al
bums are displayed, 1 sell records at
my gigs and through mail order, and
generally make sure the albums are
available to people who want them ,”

he says.
Furthermore, Chasman promoted
good reviews in music magazines like
Guitar Player and Frets — reviews
that attracted mail orders from
around the country.
Record distributors can facilitate
sales by making the product easily
available to record stores. However,
most local albums do not sell enough
records to excite distributing compa
nies, which make most profits from
top-selling national acts;
“ If we really think that a local
group or artist is commercially prom
ising, we’ll stock their records and
take them on consignment,” says
Bruce Chisholm, vice president of
Downpour Distributing. “ But we’re
not in the promotion business. We’re
interested in helping .selected local
acts, but we’re not planning to make
much profit from their record sales.”
Bob O ’Neal, with Lieberman En
terprises distributing firm, offers sim
ilar services. “ If we really believe that
a regional album can sell well, we’ll
promote it,” he adds.
The Portland band Howling Gael is
an exception among local bands.
Recorded at Grass Roots Studio in
1978, the group’s Rant and Roar

album has sold nearly 5,000 units.
“ We did most of the promotion work
ourselves,” explains Howling Gael
founder Bob Kotta. “ And we were
quite successful at it.
<
“ We found the financial backing
we needed and chose to make the rec
ord in Portland because it was easier,
less expensive, and less intense than in
L.A .,” he adds.
Radio airplay can assist record
sales tremendously, but many local
album makers are frankly disap
pointed that area stations play little
“ homemade” music.
“ Portland radio stations rarely
support local recording bands with
airplay,” says one. “ They’re fond of
saying that it’s not what people want
to hear. But if they played the stuff,
they might find out differently.”
Responding to that charge, KGW
station manager Larry Campbell
says, “ We’re a commercial station
and our business is playing the hits.
We have a very limited playlist and
our research inclines us to play popu
lar, highly publicized national acts.
Even though a local act may be every
bit as good as those we play on the
radio, they are still unknowns.”
“ As long as the music is good,
we’ll play it,” offers Les Sarnoff,
music programmer for KINK Radio.
“ Whether the music is national,
international, or local makes no real
difference. It’s how it sounds and
how it appeals to our listeners.”
“ We definitely are interested in lo
cally recorded music and will go out
p f our way to play it,” says Michael
’W ells, station manager for KBOO.
“ We have more freedom and flexibi
lity in our programming than do the
commercial stations.”
Pleasure, the nationally successful
Portland band, receives “ far more”
airplay in Philadelphia and Washing
ton, D.C. than they do in their home
town. “ Ifs hard to figure out why,”
muses Pleasure leader McClia Mc
Clain. “ I guess we just have more
support elsewhere.”
Pleasure made their first album in
1974 for Fantasy Records at an ap
proximate cost of $15,000. The
band’s fifth album, Future Now, cost
about $70,000 to make and has sold
over 300,000 copies.
“ 1 suppose the best advice I could
give to aspiring regional recording
groups is to stick together, make the
best music you can, and make con
tacts whenever possible.” offers Mc
Clain. “ I remember taking demo
tapes to national acts when they came
to Portland, trying to get them to lis
ten to our material.” he recalls.
“ T hat’s how it happened for us. The
Crusaders heard our stuff and liked it
and eventually we got a recording
contract.”
“ The music business is tough and
competitive almost anywhere you
go,” confirms Jeff Lorber. “ You just
make the best music you can under
the circumstances, work hard, and
keep on pushing.”
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Fourth Portland International Film Festival
TICKETS
Single Admission
General: $3.50
Northwest Film Study Center
members: $3
Our Hitler, May 24 and 25,
$10 general, $8 members.

p.m. and 5/12 at 7:00 p.m.,
5th Ave.

Northwest Film Study Center, 1219 S.W. Park Ave., 221-1156
5th Avenue Cinema, 510 S.W. Hall, 224-6038

Note: Each showing is a separ
ate admission. A ticket for a
7 p.m. program does not in
clude admission to the9 p.m.
showing. Film Center, Moyer
and Let’s Dine Out passes and
complimentary admission
tickets are not valid during the
festival.
Discount Passes
A Patrons Pass, good for ad
mission to all festival pro
grams is $75. A pass good for
16 admissions is $40 ($2.50 per
film) and a pass allowing 8
admissions is $24 ($3 per film).
Admission to the opening night
film and Our Hitler are not in
cluded with the 8 and 16 ticket
passes. All seats are unre
served. Unused tickets and
passes are not refundable.
Passes afford one admission
per performance.

p.m. and 5/24 at Noon, The Handmaidens
NWFSC.
Of God (1979)

Death of a Bureaucrat
(Cuba, 1966)
Tomas Aiea
The theme of the little man
versus the machine found
its way into post-Castro
filmmaking in this hilar
ious film by the Maker of
Memories of Underde
velopment and The Last
Supper.
Showtimes: 5/13 and 5/20
at 7:30 p.m., NWFSC; 5/17
at 7p.m., 5th Avenue.

The Tin Drum
(Germany, 1979)
Schlondorff
Volker
sity and focus on the fluence on the modern

power of media, as well
its dazzling inventory
as
Diane Letourneau
of cinematic devices.
This small scale but stun Showtimes: 5/20 at 9:15
is p.m. at 5th Ave. and 5/23
ning documentary
about the Little Sisters of a t9 p.m., NWFSC.
the Holy Family, an un
usual order of nuns in The Meadow
Quebec who have dedi (Italy, 1979)
cated themselves exclu
Paolo and Vittorio
sively to priests.

Taviani

Casablanca, Jules and Jim
and Sleeper are invoked,
as the makers of Padre
Padrone explore a youth
ful threesome caught in
the conflicting drives of
revolution, social status,
fantasy,
philanthropy,
and communal organiza
tion.
Showtimes: 5/21 at 9:30
p.m. and 5/25 at Noon,
NWFSC.

world. Please note that
the film is seven hours
long and will be shown
with a 11/2 hr. intermis
sion after the third hour.
Admission is $10, $8 Film
Center members.
Two showings 5/24 and
5/25 beginning at 2:30
p.m., NWFSC.

This faithful adaptation
of Gunter Grass’s world
renowned novel won the
Academy Award for Best
Foreign Film this year.
Showtimes: 5/8 at 9:15
p.m., NWFSC.

Why Not!
(Porquois Pas
France, 1979)
Coline Serreau

Peeping Tom
(Great Britain, 1960) In one of the more un
Michael Powell
orthodox groupings in the

Greeted by negative criti history of films, three
cal reviews in its native people live more or less
England, Powell’s film was happily together in a
Don Giovanni
effectively buried until its charmingly offbeat world.
recent revival by Martin Showtimes: 5/16 at 7:00
(Italy, 1979)
The story of a p.m., 5th Ave. and 5/18 at
Scorcese.
Joseph Losey
man who 7:30p.m., NWFSC.
young
nice
Angi Vera
Mozart’s rich and powerful
photographs women at
opera about the decadent
(Hungary, 1979)
the moment of their Wise Blood
nobleman obsessed by
Pal Gabor
sheerist terror — just be (USA, 1979)
sexual conquest is filmed
Gabor’s subtle and intel
fore he murders them — John Huston
by Joseph Losey with
Hot Tomorrows
ligent film is the most
Moliere
is told with rich visual
cinematic flair.
Based on Flannery O’Con
stinging indictment to
invention.
1977)
(USA,
1978)
(France,
Showtimes: 5/8 at 7 p.m.
novel, Wise Blood
nor’s
date of the dehumanizing
Ariane M nouchkine Showtimes: 5/9 at 7:30 delves into the mores-and
and 5/11 at 2 p.m., 5th Ave. Martin Brest
influence of Stalinism on
at
Brest wrote, produced, dir Mnouchkine, is one of p.m., NWFSC and 5/11
religion of a people for
Eastern Europe. Interna Fedora
Ave.
5th
9p.m.
and edited the film, France’s leading stage
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CLINTO N ST. QUARTERLY

By Anne Gerety

In 1970, when Kent State hap
pened, we were at the end of our stint
at Portland State with the American
Theatre Company, which is another
story. We had known we were being
severed from ATC the summer
before, much to our naive surprise.
Were we too radical doing The Glad
iator with a black Spartacus, were we
simply too political at all doing
Robert Lowell’s The Old Glory, were
we too risque doing Camino Real,
was there not enough support, since
nothing we did seemed up to the
Olympian standards of Portland’s
movie reviewer? In any case, we
didn’t fit into academia and were at
the end of our rope, so to speak, and
loathe to leave Portland for many
reasons, including the school where
our younger kids were, MLC, Port
land’s Summerhill. A few months
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before, we had rented a storefront
across the river with the idea of exper
imenting with theatre in whatever
way we wanted, and we first used it
that week to rehearse street theatre
when we went on strike in sympathy
with the students. We had been re
hearsing our final production, The
Cherry Orchard, another play about
the dissolution of a culture. Only the
week before we had done a produc
tion of The Balcony, you know, the
Genet play where the revolution is
happening outside the brothel, and
inside men are acting out their fanta
sies of power, and women are deriv
ing their power from helping them get
off on it. And after the strike was
supposedly over, at midnight on Fri
day, we were to start business-asusual. The Cherry Orchard was sup
posed to have opened on Friday
night, but we postponed the opening
24 hours and began rehearsal Friday

at midnight. It was eerie because just
the previous week we had been on
stage in the brothel while a revolution
raged around us outside and that
night while we were rehearsing trucks
were ramming barricades outside,
there were rumors of guns, and I
don’t know if I really remember it, or
think 1 do, there were occasional loud
reports. Anyway, everyone was very
excited, and while rehearsing the par
ty scene sometime toward early morn
ing, we found ourselves dancing
around a very drunk Indian with a
metal hand in a business suit who had
wandered in and sat down on a chair
in the middle of the classroom that we
were using for rehearsal space. I was
worried because Nicholas, who was
14 at the time, was out in the middle
of it and close when the hardhats
were cracking skulls, and the follow
ing day or sometime soon after there
was a huge parade down to City Hall

with my mother somehow in front,
having been pushed forward, every
one being really delighted to see a
little-old-lady-with-white-hair in the
front lines, and there was a demand
for the mayor to show his face and be
accountable. He didn’t, but his aide
did, a large, overweight, pale, puffyfaced excuse in a grey business suit,
and the whole thing was on TV with
Terry right next to him, saying very
clearly, “ You’re making a fool of
yourself.”
And the next thing we did at the
Storefront was a really gross produc
tion of Lysistrata. Well, we actually
never performed it at the Storefront
because it was commissioned to be
done at a private rock festival, and
later we did it in Bellingham at the
college, and still later at the Old
Church, where Lannie was so upset
because she had worked so hard to
save the Old Church for cultural

events and besides she herself had
played Lysistrata years ago and it
wasn’t like this production with
Peace at the end coming onto the
altar nude with a dove in her hand,
although that’s what Aristophanes
calls for. I played Lysistrata in silver
mylar with a dime-store shiny white
wig, and the best part of the prepa
rations was the cockmaking party
where the men made their cocks in
their own image, although they all
had help. Jim W. made that papier
mache one with a navy blue shaft
with stars, a gleaming red head, silver
tinsel pubic hair, and khaki balls. His
was probably the most political. Or
patriotic. Joe’s was the most grossly
realistic, being a yard-long tube of
foam rubber covered with a silk
stocking, gross realism being Joe’s
style, at least at the time; actually, for
the Political 1 guess Flooney, our
Mad Black Actor, having a spotted

panther shaft, was definitely in the
running. But we rehearsed it at the
Storefront and that was our first pro
duction.
It was a huge success at the rock
festival and established us as Port
land’s People’s Theatre, and with
class. 1 mean, when older profession
als in various professions dropped
out in the ’60s and ’70s and assumed
a position of leadership, well, that
was the shape of some alternative cul
ture in that place.
And as luck would have it, an extra
playing a beggar in The Balcony was
a cook at Portland’s macrobiotic res
taurant called The Wayfarer, and he
was having trouble making chapatis.
What a happy coincidence that his
director was born in India, had a pas
sion for chapatis, was an expert
maker of chapatis and an excellent
Indian cook, and invited Frank over
for an Indian meal along with his

boss, a long-haired New Yorker who
followed Meher Baba, who immedi
ately or soon after offered Tom the
opportunity to run the restaurant on
the weekends when it was closed for
some mysterious reason. So by the
summer of ’70 we were running a res
taurant on weekends, a restaurant be
ing a long-standing fantasy, serving
exclusively Indian foods on those
days, and putting together theatre the
rest of the time, often while chopping
vegetables or slaving-over-a-hotstove. Following the political disen
chantment of the times with hierarchy
and its apparent corruption, and the
trend toward collective decision of
the late ’60s and early ’70s, Tom and
I struggled to teach and lead and
manifest theatre while creating a con
text for everyone to contribute, grow,
and take responsibility. Difficult. The
old patting-your-head-rubbing-yourstom ach tric k . A nyw ay, Tom

directed Lysistrata and played the
Magistrate in a construction-site
black plastic cape leading the Old
Men’s Chorus, who wore Tac squad
helmets and colored longjohns with
huge coiled rope dongs concealed in
side1, which landed on the ground
when produced, with an ineffectual
thud. And Henk designed his first set
for us, painting white pillars which
we had found somewhere; in appro
priate phallic fashion, one of which
was used as a battering ram by the
men to storm the white plastic temple
of the women, the opening of which
was constructed in appropriate labial
fashion in pinks and reds. High on
the hillside of the Barr Farm in Banks
it made a graphic and wondrous
sight, 1 imagine, to the collected
youth of 1970.
Anne Gerety
Yale Rep,
New Haven
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